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ABSTRACT 

When the DNA of Escherichia coli is damaged a set 

of events termed "SOS functions" occur to aid cellular 

survival. The recA and lexA proteins are involved in the 

regulation of these functions. 

To determine the role of the lexA protein, amber 

mutations, designated spr-55(amber), were isolated in the 

lexA-3 gene. 

The lack of the lexA-3 gene product abolished sen

sitivity to ultraviolet light and resulted in the constitu 

tive synthesis of recA protein. Introduction of amber 

suppressor mutations restored the original lexA-3 phenotyp 

It was concluded that spr mutations inactivate 

lexA protein resulting in the constitutive expression of 

the SOS functions. These data provide evidence that the 

lexA protein is the repressor for the recA gene. 

The repair of phage lambda (A+) by ultraviolet lig 

was determined in the strains carrying alleles of the spr, 

uvrA, and recA genes. The survival of the phage was more 

in the spr-51 uvrA+ strain as compared to wild type. Thes 

results were not dependent on the recA genotype. Introduc 

tion of the uvrA-6 mutation into the spr-51 uvrA+ recA+ 

strains resulted in the same relative decrease of phage 

survival. 
x 



xi 

These results suggest that lexA protein is involved 

in the regulation of uvrA-dependent excision repair and 

that inactivation of lexA leads to the constitutive expres

sion of excision repair. 

New mutant forms of lexA protein were isolated. 

The lexA+, lexA-3, lexA-10, and lexA-27 proteins displayed 

identical mobilities in the Weber and Osborn gel system. 

The lexA-10 and lexA-27 genes showed different phenotypes 

and encoded proteins of different mobilities in the 

Laemmli gel system. 

It was concluded that the differences in mobilities 

observed in the Laemmli gel system are due to alterations 

in charge or amino acid, not in size; furthermore, the 

molecular weight of lexA* protein was determined to be 

24 kilodaltons. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The integrity of the genetic material is protected 

in many organisms by enzymatic repair mechanisms that mini

mize the damage caused by lesions in the DNA. In bacteria, 

the best known repair mechanisms are those acting on pyrim-

idine dimers produced on the DNA by ultraviolet light (UV)„ 

Several reviews (Grossman et al. 1975; Hanawalt 1975a; 

Hanawalt et al, 1979; Witkin 1976) summarize the current 

knowledge of these mechanisms. 

UV radiation (254 nm) produces a variety of photo-

products: crosslinks of DNA, DNA chain breaks, hydrates of 

pyrimidines (Patrick and Rahn 1976; Setlow and Setlow 1972); 

however, the intrastrand cyclobutane-type dimer of adjacent 

pyrimidines (Beukers and Berends 1960) has been identified 

as the major cause of lethal, mutagenic, and tumorogenic 

effects in organisms (Hanawalt 1975b)„ These intrastrand 

dimers create a block to replication by distorting the DNA 

backbone such that normal base pairing cannot occur opposite 

the site of the dimer (Pettijohn and Hanawalt 1964), RNA 

synthesis, protein synthesis, and cell division are also 

blocked (Adler and Hardigree 1964), Therefore, the cell 

must remove these lesions and restore the correct base 

sequence in the double helix. 

1 
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Three major mechanisms have evolved in bacteria 

which remove or circumvent pyrimidine dimers during replica

tion and promote survival after exposure to ultraviolet 

light. Two of these mechanisms, photoreactivation and exci

sion repair, eliminate pyrimidine dimers from the DNA; the 

third, post-replication repair, does not act on the primary 

ultraviolet photoproducts but on the secondary lesions 

(single strand gaps) induced by the unrepaired pyrimidine 

dimers in replicating DNA. A summary of each of these pro

cesses follows„ 

Photoreactivation (Light Repair) 

Photoreactivation (Figure 1A) is accomplished by the 

photoreactivating enzyme (Setlow 1966). When this enzyme is 

activated by a photon of visible light (310-400 nm) it 

monomerizes pyrimidine dimers in situ without removing the 

original damaged nucleotides (Rupert 1975; Setlow 1966) „ 

Because of its relative simplicity, this process is the 

least likely to introduce errors into the DNA in the course 

of repair; that is, it should not result in mutations in the 

repaired DNA. Another feature of photoreactivation is its 

specificity; the pyrimidine dimer is the only DNA lesion 

upon which it is known to act (Setlow 1966). A photoreacti-

vating enzyme has also been found in mammalian cells 

(Sutherland 1974). 
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Figure 1. Major repair pathways of DNA damaged by 
ultraviolet light. -- Symbols —a_or —"V" are for pyrimidine 
dimers; heavy lines are daughter strands produced in post-
irradiation DNA replication; light lines are the parental 
UV-irradiated strands of DNA; wavy lines represent DNA 
which polymerized during repair replication. 
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Excision Repair (Dark Repair) 

In this mechanism, the damaged section of a DNA 

strand is removed (excised) and replaced with undamaged 

nucleotides to restore the normal integrity of the DNA. The 

pyrimidine dimers are removed from the DNA by a mechanism 

that requires several enzymes (Garen, Garen, and Wilhelm 

1965; Grossman et al. 1975). 

There are two different systems in which the endonu

clease enzyme acts on DNA which contains pyrimidine dimers. 

In E. coli the enzymes are controlled by the uvrA, uvrB, and 

the uvrC structural genes (Hanawalt et al. 1979). In the 

second system, the denV gene of the bacteriophage T4 is 

thought to code for an enzyme that has both glycosylase and 

endonuclease activity (Seawell, Smith, and Ganesan 1980) and 

is analogous to the corresponding endonuclease I and II of 

Micrococcus luteus. 

In the bacterial system, the first step in excision 

repair is the recognition of damage in the DNA (i.e., distor

tion in the double helix caused by the pyrimidine dimer) and 

the introduction of a break in the DNA chain near the lesion 

(incision step) (Figure IB). In E. coli there are three 

enzymes that are involved with the excision of the damaged 

DNA: the 5'-exonuclease of polymerase I, the 5'-exonuclease 

activity of DNA polymerase III, and the single Strang spe

cific exonuclease VII (Grossman et al. 1975; Hanawalt et al. 

1979). The gap produced by the excision of the DNA strand 
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bearing the pyrimidine dimer is first enlarged by controlled 

exonuclease degradation and then is filled by "repair synthe

sis," i.e., by repolymerization of the missing nucleotides by 

the DNA polymerase I enzyme which utilizes the bases opposite 

the excised segment as a template (Figure IB). The final 

step is the sealing of the sugar-phosphate linkage by poly

nucleotide ligase. 

In addition to the "short-patch" type of exicision 

repair shown in Figure IB, a "long-patch" pathway has been 

identified that requires the products of the recA and lexA 

genes among others and occurs only in growth-supporting 

media (Figure 2)(Cooper and Hanawalt 1972b; Youngs and 

Smith, 1976) 

The mechanism of action for the T4 and the M. luteus 

enzymes which has been proposed is based upon the properties 

of fragments produced by treating UV-irradiated DNA of known 

nucleotide sequence with these enzymes (Grossman et al. 

1979). When the electrophoretic mobilities of these frag

ments were compared to those obtained from chemical reac

tions that cleaved DNA at specific bases, it was observed 

that these enzymes cleaved two bonds: the glycosylic bond 

of the 5' pyrimidine of the dimer and the phosphodiester 

bond between the two pyrimidines of the dimer. 

The model proposes that the glycosylase activity 

of these enzymes breaks the N-glycosylic bond between the 

5' pyrimidine of the dimer and the corresponding sugar. 
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Figure 2. The genetic and physiological control of 
the different pathways of excision repair. -- The gene prod
uct of the polyA gene is DNA polymerase I, the product of 
the polC gene is DNA polymerase III, DNA ligase is the prod
uct of the lig gene, exonuclease V is the product of the 
recB, recC gene, the UV endonuclease is the product of the 
uvraA, uvraB gene. Symbols: CAP = chloramphenicol; DNP = 
dinitrophenol. 
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The resulting apurinic site is then cleaved by an apurinic 

enconuclease. The cleavage by the DNA glycosylase of the 

pyrimidine dimer requires an additional catalytic step to 

produce strand scission which is then directed by the 

apurinic endonuclease (Haseltine et al. 1980; Seawell et al. 

1980)„ Haseltine et al. (1980) found that M0 luteus con

tains an endonuclease which acts 3' to the apurinic site 

generated by the DNA glycosylase. They proposed that the 

removal of the UV damage by the excision process in M, 

luteus is bidirectional since it must remove a 3' sugar, a 

3'-hydroxyl site for DNA polymerization, and, lastly, the 

dimer must be excised to allow reinsertion (Grossman et al. 

1979; Haseltine et al. 1980). 

Excision Repair-deficient Mutants 
in Escherichia coli 

Mutations in the uvrA, uvrB, and uvrC genes render 

E. coli sensitive to UV and unable to excise dimers (Howard-

Flanders and Boyce 1966b). Neither uvrA nor uvrB mutants 

perform incision (Rupp and Howard-Flanders 1968). The uvrC 

mutants do perform incision but the breaks are introduced 

more slowly than in uvr cells. All three uvr gene products 

were shown by Seeberg and- Nissen-Meyer (1976) to be neces-

2 + 
sary for the ATP- and Mg -dependent endonuclease activity 

which attacks UV-irradiated DNA. While neither the uvrA+ 

"t~ "I* 
nor the uvrB /C has the endonuclease activity individually, 

they complement each other to form an ATP-dependent activity 
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that introduces about one nick per dimer into lightly irradi

ated DNA (Hanawalt et al. 1979). Further purification of the 

uvrA gene product yielded a protein with a molecular weight 

of about 100,000 kd which exhibited ATP- or GTP-stimulated 

binding to superhelical DNA and showed some preference for a 

UV-irradiated substrate (Seeberg 1978a)„ The role of ATP is 

not known, but Seeberg (1978b) is presently investigating 

two possibilities. One hypothesis is that ATP is needed to 

form a repair enzyme complex composed of the three uvr gene 

products. An obligatory role for ATP in complex formation 

has been reported by Wickner and Hurwitz (1975) for the 

dnaB+ and dnaC+ proteins. The second possibility, which 

does not exclude the first, is that one of the uvr products 

acts as an ATPase. This would be similar for the require

ment of recA protein for ATP (Weinstock, McEntee, and Lehman 

1979) as an energy source for unwinding the DNA complex. 

Local DNA unwinding catalyzed by enzyme activity of this 

kind may be needed for excision repair of pyrimidine dimers 

in E^_ coli. 

Seeberg (1978b) proposed that function uvrB+ and 

uvrC+ gene products may form a complex since these two 

activities co-chromatograph on DEAE cellulose when purified 

from uvr+ cells and the chromatographic behavior of uvrC 

activity from uvrB mutants is altered. Thus the molecular 

weight of 70,000 determined for the uvrB activity may actu

ally represent a uvrB/uvrC complex. 
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Mutants defective in excision repair have been char

acterized (Hanawalt et al. 1979). Mutants deficient only in 

exonuclease VII (xse A) or exonuclease V (recB, recC) excise 

dimers as efficiently as do wild type cells (Hanawalt et al. 

1979). Mutants deficient in polymerase I 5'-exonuclease 

(polA ex) also do not show appreciative alteration in dimer 

2 excision at UV doses below 40J/m . However, when degrada

tion is reduced by the introduction of temperature-sensitive 

recB and recC mutations into the polAex mutant, the measured 

excision ability is indistinguishable from that of the 

polyAex recB+ recC+ parent at all doses (Copper and Hunt 

1978). This is evidence for the participation of the poly

merase I 5' exonuclease in excision repair (Hanawalt et al. 

1979). 

Dimer excision may occur more efficiently when it is 

"driven" by polymerization. Mutants of polAl, deficient in 

polymerization activity, are much less proficient in dimer 

excision than are polAex mutants deficient in the 5'-

exonuclease activity (Cooper and Hunt 1978)„ This result 

implies that the polymerization activity can act in concert 

with unassociated 5' exonucleases to effect excision. 

Each of the three known DNA polymerases in E. coli 

is able to perform resynthesis. Two of these, polymerases 

I and III, have associated 5'-exonuclease activity; however, 

DNA polymerase I is uniquely suitable because, unlike poly

merases II and III, it is able to bind in vitro at nicks 



generated by dimers specific endonuclease (Hanawalt et al„ 

1979). Also, there are about 400 polymerase I molecules per 

cell, but only 40 of polymerase II and 10 of polymerase III 

(Gefter 1975) polyA mutants deficient in DNA polymerase I 

activity are UV sensitive although less so than uvr mutants, 

whereas polB mutants deficient in polymerase II activity 

are not (Campbell, Soil, and Richardson 1972). 

E. coli strains with the uvrD mutation perform lower 

host cell reactivation (Kushner et al„ 1978), a phenomenon 

of excision repair of host-dependent phage, and are defici

ent in recombination (Ogawa 1970)„ The uvrD+ gene product 

has also been found to be involved in postreplication repair 

from studies of single and multiple mutants (Youngs, Van der 

Schueren, and Smith 1975). Kuemmerle and Masker (1980) 

found that in a uvrD mutant unexcised dimers remain associ

ated with high molecular weight DNA. They suggested that 

in a uvrD mutant strand displacement is initiated at the 

site of incision (51 to the dimer). The repair synthesis 

could occur on the strand complementary to the one being 

displaced, allowing the dimer and adjacent DNA to be peeled 

away but still left covalently attached to the parent DNA 

molecule. The uvrD+ gene product might normally act to 

prevent melting at the incision sight and to better coor

dinate resynthesis with incision. Alternatively, the uvrD 

mutation might represent an aberrant activity of a protein 

responsible for the conformational changes in the DNA (such 
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as an unwinding enzyme or a helix-destabilizing protein), 

which in the mutant causes an unusually rapid untwisting of 

the dimer-containing DNA after incision takes place Kuemmerle 

and Masker (1980). Thus, the ultraviolet light sen itivity 

conferred by the uvrD mutation could arise from inefficient 

removal of pyrimidine dimers or from failure to close the 

incision breaks. 

Strains carrying recL (Rothman 1978) and uvrE muta

tions, which may be in the uvrD gene (Kushner et al. 1978), 

are UV sensitive and after high doses have a pronounced 

defect in excision bet not in incision. It has been pro

posed (Kushner et al. 1978; Rothman 1978) that recL and uvrE 

genes are somehow involved in the regulation of either DNA 

polymerase I or III. 

In mammalian cells, the most widely studied DNA 

repair mutants are those derived from patients with the 

genetic disease Xeroderma pigmentosum (XP). XP cells are 

deficient in the ability to excise pyrimidine dimers, there

fore, they are similar to uvr mutants in E^_ coli. Seven 

complementary groups of XP cells have been found from stud

ies in which cells from different patients have been fused 

into heterokaryons and excision repair was found to be 

normal (Kraemer et al. 1975; Artlett and Lehman 1978). 

Xeroderma pigmentosum cells are thought to be defective in 

the incision step of excision repair; they show low levels 
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of excision-induced, single-strand breaks in the DNA after 

UV irradiation (Artlett and Lehman 1978). The incision step 

in mammalian cells might also require the activity of a 

multienzyme complex. 

Xeroderma pigmentosum variants (XPV) is a second 

class of XP cells which show normal levels of excision 

repair, repair UV irradiated animal viruses at normal levels 

(Day 1966), and are slightly sensitive to UV irradiation. 

However, XPV patients express the disease as the XP individ

uals. XPV cells are believed to be defective in the repli

cation of UV-irradiated DNA (Maley and Guarino 1977) and are 

thought to seal single-strand breaks more slowly than normal 

cells (Arlett and Lehman 1978). 

Long-patch vs. Short-patch 
Excision Repair 

Studies of repair synthesis iri vivo by means of 

density-labeling procedure and alkaline CsCl gradient analy

sis of repaired DNA after shearing have shown that repair 

patches in wild type coli cells have a heterogeneous size 

(Cooper 1980)„ The majority of the lesions result in short 

repair patches of approximately 20-30 nucleotides, while a 

small portion lead to long patches several hundreds of 

nucleotides long. The two types of repair patches appear 

to result from the operation of different enzymatic pathways 

for repair synthesis; this was suggested from the observa

tion that polymerase I-deficient (polA) mutants actually 
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perform more repair synthesis than pol+ strains (Cooper and 

Hanawalt 1972a). Since the number of sites that are being 

repaired, as determined by measurements of dimer excision, 

is the same after low doses or is less after doses greater 

2 + 
than 20 J/m in polA and pol strains, the increased repair 

synthesis presumably reflects an increased frequency of long 

patches (Hanawalt et al. 1979). 

The idea that there is more than one pathway of 

excision repair originated from the results obtained in 

enriched media as compared to minimal media. It was sug

gested that the growth medium dependence was due to a 

requirement for protein synthesis since results obtained 

with cells incubated in medium containing chloramphenicol 

were similar to those in buffer (Cooper and Hanawalt 1972a). 

Repair in the absence of protein synthesis was primarily 

dependent on polymerase I and, therefore, probably related 

to short-patch repair, while growth medium-dependent repair 

•j* + *f" "4" 
required recA recB lexA (exrA ) (Figure 2). Since repair 

synthesis studies have suggested that the recA+ gene is 

involved in the long-patch repair pathway (Cooper and 

Hanawalt 1972a), and since the presence of chloramphenicol 

during the repair period has been shown to reduce long-patch 

repair synthesis, growth medium-dependent repair of incision 

breaks and long-patch repair synthesis may be related 

(Hanawalt et al. 1979). Their common requirement for pro

tein synthesis and for the recA+ gene suggests that both 



phenomena might be attributable to the inducible SOS-repair 

system (see section on SOS functions). 

Recently it has been reported that sensitivity of 

long-patch repair to chloramphenicol can be eliminated if 

the cells are exposed to an inducing dose of UV prior to the 

period of growth (Hanawalt et al. 1979). It can be con

cluded from this result that long-patch repair is dependent 

on a protein induced in response to UV damage. Further evi

dence that an inducible function is involved in long-patch 

repair is obtained from the result that long patches are not 

observed in toluene-treated cells in which protein synthesis 

does not occur (Hanawalt, Burrell, and Cooper 1975). 

Post-replication Repair 

In the third mechanism, post-replication repair 

(Figure lc), the damage itself is not repaired but, rather, 

it is bypassed during replication leaving gaps opposite the 

dimers in the daughter-strand DNA; the gaps are then filled 

with material from the parental strands by a recombinational 

process (Hanawalt et al. 1979; Witkin 1976). 

The phenomenon termed "postreplication repair" was 

first described in exicision-deficient mutants of E_^ coli 

by Rupp and Howard-Flanders (1968). They observed that when 

3 cells were pulse labeled for 10 min with H-thymidine after 

UV irradiation they incorporated the radioactivity into DNA 

that sedmimented more slowly (lower molecular weight) in 
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alkaline sucrose gradients than DNA synthesized in unirradi

ated controls under the same conditions. After reincubation 

for 70 min in nonradioactive medium, the slowly sedimenting 

DNA was converted into a form that cosedimented with the DNA 

of the control cells. They concluded that the presence of 

the low molecular weight DNA was a result of discontinuities 

in the DNA synthesized in irradiated cells. 

According to the model, the gaps rather than the 

pyrimidine dimers are the substrates for post-replication 

repair, therefore, this process is referred to as "daugher-

strand gap repair" (Hanawalt et al. 1979). The repair 

occurs by sister-chromatid exchanges that fill each gap with 

undamaged DNA from the opposite parental strand. Resulting 

discontinuities in the parental strands can then be elimi

nated by repair synthesis using the undamaged regions of the 

complementary duahger strands as templates. This process 

results in intact strands of daughter and parental DNA still 

containing the primary lesions (Rupp and Howard-Flanders 

1968). According to this hypothesis, the response can be 

distinguished from excision repair in that it occurs in 

excision-deficient (uvrA~ or uvrB~) mutants and permits the 

cell to tolerate the primary lesions by repairing the 

secondary lesions produced by replication of damaged 

templates. 
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Genetic Control of Post-
replication Repair 

Mutations in several genes in coli will affect 

the post-replication repair process. Mutants of E^_ coli 

that are deficient in genetic recombination (recA~) (Clark 

1973) cannot repair discontinuities in newly synthesized 

DNA in UV irradiated cells (Smith and Neun 1970). These 

mutants are very sensitive to ultravillet light. A recA~ 

uvrA~ mutant that is defective in both excision repair and 

post-replication repair is killed by a single pyrimidine 

dimer (Howard-Flanders and Boyce 1966a). These data suggest 

that the product of the recA+ gene is required to permit a 

strain, whether or not it has excision ability, to tolerate 

the passage of one unexcised pyrimidine dimer per DNA strand 

through the replication fork. 

The hypersensitivity of recA" uvrA~ mutants also 

shows that recA mutations block all other pathways of DNA 

repair except for excision repair. RecA+ protein may also 

be required for excision repair when long stretches of DNA 

are removed during dimer excision leaving a long region in 

which repair must occur. Refilling of these regions 

requires either a recombinational event or insertion of 

bases opposite the dimer (Hanawalt et al. 1979). 

Howard-Flanders et al. (1968) proposed that the ends 

of the DNA strands flanking the discontinuities in repli

cating UV-irradiated DNA promote pairing with homologous DNA 
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in the sister chromatid. Recent biochemical evidence with 

purified recA+ protein from coli suggest that, in vitro, 

single-stranded DNA with recA+ protein bound to it promotes 

transient denaturation of double-stranded DNA and, if 

homology is present, the single-stranded DNA can invade the 

double-stranded molecule displacing one of the strands to 

form a D-loop structure (Figure 3) (Cunningham et al. 1979; 

Little and Kleid 1977; Shibata et al. 1979; Weinstock et al. 

1979). 

Hall and Mount (1981) proposed a model to describe 

the role of recA+ protein in genetic exchange which occur 

during post-replication repair (Figure 4). RecA+ protein 

binds to single-stranded regions opposite the dimer in a 

newly replicated DNA molecule (Figure 4). Continued cooper

ative binding of recA+ protein unwinds the double-stranded 

DNA at the ends of the gap (Figure 4d). The free single 

strands that have recA+ bound to them interact with a sister 

chromatid to search for homologous sequences; then D-loop 

structures are formed where homology is found (Figure 4e). 

The intermediate structure of Figure 4f results. DNA syn

thesis then displaces the transferred newly synthesized 

strand and its attached parental strand, this strand is 

then displaced and is assimilated by the other molecule 

(Figure 4g). This displacement allows the filling of the 

gap in the newly synthesized strand by parental DNA. The 

Holliday (1964) intermediate is then resolved by 
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& 
recA I protein 

Figure 3. The formation of D-loop catalyzed by 
recA protein. -- recA protein is involved in unwinding 
double-stranded DNA, unfolding single-stranded DNA, homol
ogous pairing, and uptake of single strand rather than 
rewinding the original duplex DNA (Cunningham et al. 1979; 
Little and Kleid 1977; Shibata et al. 1979; Weinstock et 
al. 1979). 
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Figure 4. Model for the removal of gaps that occur 
opposite pyrimidine in the replicated DNA of Escherichia 
coli. -- The gaps are removed by recombination promoted by 
recA protein. (a) Bacterial duplex DNA molecule with 
pyrimidine dimers O). (b) Gaps are formed in the DNA 
molecule opposite the dimers. (c-o) These steps are 
described in the introduction. Arrors indicate the polarity 
of the DNA strands. Black circles are recA protein mole
cules. After Hall and Mount (1981). 
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isomerication (Figure 4h, -i). Depending upon where the 

cleavage sites occur, different daughter molecules will 

result (Figure 4-1, -n, -o)„ Strand migration can then 

remove the discontinuities opposite neighboring pyrimidine 

dimers. It is possible that structural rearrangements of 

the chromosome are necessary for these complex interactions 

•f 
to occur. Thus recA protein could also be involved in the 

replication of the chromosome and in cell division (Hall and 

Mount, 1981). 

The recF~ mutation is thought to produce an effect 

on recombination and repair indirectly through affecting the 

levels or activity of recA+ protein. The recF~ mutation 

appears to lower the amount of recA+ protein synthesized 

following UV irradiation (Clark, Volker, and Margossian 

1980). 

Although polA~ or polC~ single mutants repair gaps 

efficiently, polA~ polC~ double mutants do not. This sug

gests that the activity of DNA polymerase I is required in 

the absence of polymerase III and vice versa (McEntee 1977; 

Youngs and Smith 1976). 

Daughter-strand gap repair has been referred to as 

recombinational repair because it requires a functional 

recA+ gene which is also needed for genetic recombination 

and because it involves exchanges of DNA. However, 

daughter-strand gap repair (post-replication repair) 

requires some biochemical functions that are not needed for 
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genetic recombination since recF and lexA mutations 

inhibit daughter-gap repair (Ganesan and Seawell 1975; 

Youngs and Smith 1976) but not genetic recombination (Horii 

and Clark 1973; Mount, Low, and Edmiston 1972). The lexB 

and zab mutations, which are located in the recA genes and 

cause UV sensitivity but not recombinational deficiency 

(Castellazzi et al. 1977), might also inhibit daughter-

strand gap repair. 

Inducible DNA Repair (SOS Repair) 

In 1950 Lwoff, Simonovitch, and Kjeldgaard first 

observed that UV irradiation initiates mass induction of 

prophage in lysogenic bacteria. In 1933 Weigle observed 

•that exposure of coli cells to a low level of UV radia

tion prior to infection increased substantially the survival 

of UV-irradiated X +  phage ( W reactivation). This phenomena 

•f 
and the mutagenesis that accompanies it require recA and 

lexA+ gene products (Defais et al. 1971). Defais et al. 

then proposed that UV mutagenesis in E^_ coli might depend 

upon an inducible function that is repressed in wild type 

cells but is expressed in response to UV irradiation. 

Besides Weigle reactivation and Weigle mutagenesis, other 

UV inducible cellular responses include prophage induction, 

resistance to DNA degradation following further DNA damage, 

inhibition of cell division, and increased synthesis of 
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recA and uvrA protein and probably other cellular proteins 

(Witkin 1967) . 

The hypothesis that recA* and lexA+ gene products 

jointly control the coordinately regulated group of induc

ible functions, which includes an error-prone DNA repair 

activity, was further developed by Radman (1974) as the "SOS 

Hypothesis." The designation "SOS" (the international dis

tress signal) implies a regulatory signal that causes the 

simultaneous derepression of various functions, all of which 

promote the survival of the cells or its phages, following 

DNA damage. The pleiotropic cellular functions that result 

when DNA replication is interrupted by agents such as UV, 

X rays, thymine starvation, and incubation with mitomycin C 

are germed "SOS functions" (Witkin 1976). "SOS repair" was 

defined by Witkin (1976) as recA+, lexA+-dependent error-

prone DNA repair activity induced in coli by UV irradia

tion or other agents that damage DNA or interrupt its syn

thesis. 

Mutations That Affect the 
SOS Functions 

A description of the various alleles isolated in 

the lexA and recA genes is shown in Table 3 (p. 62). 

E. coli strains carrying lexA or recA mutations do 

not express the SOS functions; that is, they are sensitive 

to UV irradiation, show a reduced induction of prophage X +  

after UV irradiation (Brocks and Clark 1967; Castellazzi, 



George, and Buttin 1972) and do not show filamentous growth 

of cells after UV irradiation. Cells carrying mutations in 

the recA gene, which maps at 58 m in on the coli linkage 

map (Bachman, Low, and Taylor 1976) (Figure 5) are recom

bination deficient and are more sensitive to UV irradiation 

than lexA~ cells (Moody, Low, and Mount 1973). 

lexA mutations (exrA in coli B), first 

described by Howard-Flanders and Boyce (1966a) map at 90 min 

(Figure 5) and are recombination proficient. Moody et al. 

(1973) have shown that lexA recA strains are more UV 

sensitive than lexA+ recA strains, therefore providing 

evidence that recA* and lexA+ products act in a common path

way of DNA repair. One important property of lexA mutants 

is that they are dominant over lexA+ in lexA+/lexA~ hetero-

zygotes, indicating that the lexA+ gene codes for a diffu

sible product (Mount et al. 1972). 

lexA derivatives that are no longer UV sensitive 

have been isolated which carry mutations in the lexA" gene 

(tsl~ and spr ) (Figure 5; Table 3). The tsl mutation 

causes growtK to be thermosensitive (Mount, Walker, and 

Kosel 1973) and leads to the induction of recA protein at 

40°C-42°C. Such strains may synthesize a lexA product 

that is thermosensitive. spr mutations, also mapped in 

the lexA gene (Mount 1977) (Figure 5) inactivate or block 

the synthesis of the mutant lexA protein because it has 

been possible to isolate amber spr" mutations (Pacelli, 
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Figure 5. Linkage map of Escherichia coli K-12~ 
with relevant genetic markers. -- The time scale of 100 min, 
beginning with zero at the threonine (thr) locus, is based 
on results of interrupted-conjugation experiments (Backman 
and Low 1976). Symbols: thr = threonine; sfiB = suppressor 
of filamentation; proA = proline; lac = lactose operon; Ion 
= long form; supE = suppressor; umuC = induction of muta
tions by UV, sensitivity to UV; supD = suppressor; sfiA = 
suppressor of filamentation; his = histadine operon; recA = 
recombination, SOS functions; metA = methionine; malB = 
maltose; lexA = resistance or sensitivity to UV, SOS func
tions; uvrA = endonuclease, repair of UV damage to DNA. 



Edmiston, and Mount 1979) (see Discussion, p. 99). The spr" 

mutation leads to the constitutive synthesis of the recA 

protein and other SOS functions at both 30°C and 42°C with

out an inducing treatment (Gudas and Mount 1977) (Figure 5; 

Table 3). 

Cells that bear the tif-1 mutation manifest all SOS 

functions at high temperature (40°C) but not at low tempera

ture in the absence of an inducing agent (Castellazzi, 

George, and Buttin 1972b) tif-1 maps of the recA locus 

(Figure 5). Furthermore, tif-mediated induction of the SOS 

functions is abolished by recA or lexA mutations -

(Castellazzi et al. 1977) and also by the zab and lexB" 

mutations (Castellazzi et al. 1972b) (Table 3). The close 

linkage of tif to recA, whose normal function is required 

for induction, suggests that this mutation regulates the 

expression of the induction mechanism (Cooper and Hanawalt 

1972a). Two of the other mutations that are tightly linked 

to the recA locus and map within it are lexB30 (Blanco, 

Levine, and Devoret 1975) and zab53 (Cooper and Hanawalt 

1972b). Both lexB and zab mutations result in a pheno-

type like that of lexA mutations: noninducibility of SOS 

functions without loss of recombination ability (Figure 5; 

Table 3). 
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The Role of SOS Functions 
in Cell Division 

When wild type E^_ coli divides, one parental cell 

separates into two equal and identical daughter cells. The 

original cell elongates and newly replicated chromosomes 

are separated from each other. A septum forms at the equa

torial plane of the cell forming two cells equally contain

ing a copy of the; newly replicated chromosome. The daughter 

cells then separate from each other (Hirota, Rytes, and 

Jacob 1968). 

The involvement of the SOS repair system in cell 

division is illustrated by the septation block and fila-

mentation observed during the expression of the SOS system 

(as in the tif mutant at 42°C) and also by the detection 

of division anomalies in bacteria incapable of induction of 

the SOS response. An analysis of recA and lexA bacteria 

has shown that these populations, during normal cell growth, 

contain significant proportions of cells without DNA 

(Capaldo and Barbour 1975; Howe and Mount 1975). 

Several genes are involved more specifically in the 

expression of septation inhibition without affecting the 

other manifestations of the SOS response. In Ion" mutants 

(Figure 5) the septation block is observed even under condi

tions in which DNA replication is slightly perturbed and 

the total SOS response is not fully induced; for example, 

low UV doses induce irreversible lethal filamentation in 



Ion strains (Howard-Flanders, Simson, and Theriot 1964). 

The Ion mutant is thought to be defective in regulating 

cell division after periods of unbalanced growth during 

which the ratio of DNA to cell mass is decreased (Walker 

and Smith 1970) Ion straing's seem to have no defect in 

repair (Walker and Smith 1970); however, both recA and 

lexA suppress filamentation formation caused by Ion" muta

tions (Donch, Green, and Greenberg 1968; Howard-Flanders et 

al. 1964). Cells of Ion strains also grow into mucoid 

colonies due to the overproduction of capsular polysac

charides (Hua and Markovitz 1972). 

The thermosensitive mutation tif-1, which is linked 

to recA (Figure 5, Table 3) causes cells to grow into fila

ments at 40°C-42°C in the absence of an inducing agent 

(Castellazzi et al. 1972a, 1972b). In contrast to Ion", 

tif alters the stability of prophages; however, recA and 

lexA mutations will suppress tif"- induced filamentation as 

it occurs in a Ion mutant. 

Howe and Mount (1978) showed that during normal 

growth lexA-3 mutant cells divide early and produce smaller 

cells than the lexA clones; furthermore, some newborn cells 

in the lexA-3 clones did not elonage or divide. They sug

gested that the lexA gene product might play a role in cell 

division. George, Castellazzi, and Buttin (1975) described 

tif derivatives that can be grown indefinitely at 40°C-

42°C, allowing constitutive expression of the inducible 
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functions. These derivatives carry mutations in the sfi 

(suppressor of filamentation) genes that block inhibition of 

cell division without affecting phage induction, or induc

tion of error-prone DNA repair. These mutations which sup

press filamentation have been mapped at two loci, sfiA and 

sfiB (Figure 5) and respectively cotransduce with pryD and 

leu, sfiA~ and sfiB~ mutations also suppress the division 

defects caused by Ion (George et al. 1975). 

Two other mutations have been described which, like 

sfi mutations, suppress Ion : sul (Donch et al. 1971) in 

the leu region like sfiB (Figure 5) suf (Oganessian and 

Oganessian 1973), located near the trp operon, possibly in 

the vicinity of sfiA. The locations of sfiA and sfiB indi

cate that these mutations are distinct from the divA , divB 

divC~ mutations (Ricard and Hirota 1973) that correct for 

the fts" thermosensitive division defect. The fts" mutants 

are known to preserve a normal nuclear distribution in the 

filamentous cells as is seen for tif . 

In summary, division ability of a tif (Ion) strain 

is altered either by a shift in temperature (40°C-42°C) or 

after UV irradiation; both mutations prevent septation with

out altering DNA synthesis and nuclear partition. Division 

is restored either by deficiency in one of the repair and 

recombinational functions (recA~, zab , or lexA ) or by 

preserving recombination and repair by alteration at the 

sfiA and sfiB locus. 
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George et al. (1975), in accordance with a model 

described by Witkin (1967) , proposed that the septation 

inhibition associated with the SOS response, in particular 

as expressed by the tif-1 mutant, is due to the induction 

of a Repair Associated Division Inhibitor (RADI). Huisman, 

D'Ari, and George (1980) observed that the sfi-dependent 

inhibition observed in the Ion tif mutant after exposure 

to 40°C required active protein synthesis during the tif 

expression period. They interpreted this result in terms of 

a tif -inducible protein which they called RADI and was 

directly or indirectly involved in sfi -dependent SOS fila-

mentation. They further postulated that all cell filamenta-

tion and lethality suppressible by the sfiA and sfiB muta

tions is due to the presence of RADI in the cells. 

Their hypothesis implies that the RADI is rapidly 

induced in tif+ bacteria when DNA synthesis is arrested by 

thymine starvation (Huisman et al. 1980). This would 

account for the early sfi dependent filamentation observed 

in Ion and the early sfi-dependent lethality in Ion 

mutants under these conditions. Furthermore, UV radiation 

may induce the RADI. It has been shown that Ion mutants 

lack a protease (Gottesman and Zipser 1978) ; the hypersen

sitivity of Ion strains to SOS filamentation suggests that 

the RADI protein may be a substrate of the lon+ protease. 

Recent results by Huisman et al. (1980) at the 

Institute de Biologie Moleculaire in Paris, France, suggest 
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that, contrary to the hypothesis proposed by Satta and 

Pardee (1978) , the recA protein probably is not responsible 

for SOS filamentation. Huisman et al. also observed a sfi 

independent division arrest when DNA synthesis was arrested 

by thymine starvation, UV irradiation, or expression of a 

dnaB (Ts) mutation; similar filamentation has been reported 

in thymine starved lexA bacteria (Howe and Mount 1975). 

This division inhibition could be due to a division inhibi

tor induced under conditions of DNA synthesis arrest by a 

sifiA , sfiB , lexA independent pathway. The result of 

Huisman et al. 1980) further suggests that the RADI can be 

induced in tif+ cells without DNA synthesis arrest. 

The SOS Hypothesis 

According to the SOS hypothesis (Witkin 1976; Radman 

1974), each of the responses that occur when a cell is UV 

irradiated is part of a system of adaptation that is neces

sary for survival after DNA damage. The physiological 

changes that occur in UV-irradiated bacteria include: 

1. induction of a resident prophage; 

2. increased synthesis of recA protein and probably 

other cellular proteins; 

3. resistance to DNA degradation following further 

DNA damage; 

4. increased ability to repair UV-irradiated bacterio

phage lambda (Weigle or UV Reactivation); 
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5. increased mutagenesis of UV-irradiated phage lambda 

(Weigle Mutagenesis); 

6. re-initiation of DNA synthesis; 

7. inhibition of cell division. 

These changes, termed "SOS functions" (Witkin 1976), depend 

+ + 
primarily upon the expression of the recA and the lexA 

genes. The efficient expression of these functions is 

dependent upon protein synthesis after UV irradiation. 

Furthermore, it has been proposed that the SOS functions 

are not normally expressed and remain under the regulatory 

control of the recA and the lexA genes until DNA synthesis 

is disrupted (Witkin 1976; Mount 1977). 

The SOS hypothesis incorporates and integrates many 

observations and ideas that go back a quarter of a century 

to the demonstration by Lwoff et al. (1950) that UV irradi

ation causes induction of prophage in lysogenic bacteria. 

Other treatmetns that, like UV irradiation, arrest DNA 

replication, were found to cause lysogenic induction; these 

treatments include X rays (Latarjet 1951), thymine starva

tion Melechen and Skaar (1962) , incubation with mitomycin 

C (Otsuji et al. 1959), and temperature elevation of certain 

mutants unable to synthesize DNA at high temperature (Moody 

and Hayes 1972) . 

Weigle's findings in 1953 that exposure of E^_ coli 

cells to a low dose of UV radiation prior to infection 

increased the survival of UV-irradiated X+ phage and 
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increased mutations to the phage, contributed to the SOS 

hypothesis. Subsequently, Defais et al. (1971) proposed 

that UV radiation induces the functions responsible for UV 

reactivation and UV mutagenesis of the irradiated phage via 

an induction pathway that is error-prone and lexA+-recA+ 

dependent. Radman (1974) propsed that a single, inducible 

error-prone repair replication system (SOS repair) may be 

responsible for both the mutagenic reactivation of UV-

irradiated phage and for error-prone repair of DNA. 

Recently, genetic and biochemical evidence has 

allowed researchers to propose a comprehensive model for 

the regulation of the SOS functions. This model is dis

cussed in the following section. 

Regulation of the SOS Functions 

The first comprehensive model of SOS regulation, 

specifying the roles of the recA and the lexA gene products, 

was proposed by Gudas and Pardee (1975). It was based 

largely upon their study of the induction of protein X 

(recA protein) which assumes that the lexA+ gene product is 

a repressor of the lexA repressor, results in the constitu

tive expression of all the SOS functions. This model was 

further improved (Gudas and Mount 1977; McEntee 1977; 

Emmerson and West 1977) and its most recent version is 

diagrammed in Figure 6. The model is as follows: 
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Figure 6. Model for the regulation of the SOS 
functions. -- a) Uninduced, exponentially growing cells, 
the lexA game product binds to the recA, lexA, and other 
operator regions repressing the SOS functions. b) The 
basal level of the recA protein is activated following DNA 
damage; active recA protein cleaves the lexA repressor, 
derepressing the SOS functions. c) The lexA" mutation 
results in a lexA protein which is resistant to cleavage 
by the recA protease, therefore the SOS functions remain 
repressed. 



During exponential growth (Figure 6a), the lexA 

repressor protein is at high levels and it represses 

recA, lexA, and other DNA repair genes. The recA 

protein and other DNA repair functions are at a low 

"repressed" level and the recA protein has no 

protease activity. 

When DNA is damaged, or replication is inhibited, 

there is a transition to the induced-derepressed 

state (Figure 6b). Oligonucleotides or single-

stranded or gapped DNA are produced as a result of 

the damage and they are thought to be the "inducing 

signal" which activates the recA protease. The 

active recA protease cleaves the lexA protein, 

inactivating it. This, in turn, leads to the dere

pression of lexA, recA, and other DNA repair genes. 

During the induced state, the inducing signal per

sists and the recA protein has high protease activ

ity, it repairs damaged DNA with other DNA repair 

genes. Although the lexA protein is expressed at 

high levels, it is cleaved and inactivated by the 

recA protease (Figure 6c). 

When the-DNA damage is repaired, there is a transi

tion to the normal state. This causes the level of 

the inducing signal to decrease and, therefore, the 

protease activity of recA diminishes, which leads 
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to the accumulation of the lexA protein which then 

represses recA, lexA, and other DNA repair genes. 

The lexA returns at its normal level, it is now 

synthesized at the rate characteristic of exponen

tial growth. Dilution causes the recA protein and 

other DNA repair functions to decrease to wild type 

levels. The cell has recovered from DNA damage and 

begins growing exponentially again. 

Evidence of the Role of the lexA Gene 
in the Regulation of the SOS Functions 

The lexA-1 mutation was first described by Howard-

Flanders and Boyce (1966a) as a mutation that mapped at 90 

min on the coli K-12 linkage map (Figure 5) near the 

malB region and increased sensitivity to UV light and ion

izing radiation. Mutations, designated exr, that have a 

similar effect on radiation sensitivity of E. coli B 

strains, have been mapped in the corresponding position on 

the E^ coli B linkage map (Bachman et al. 1976). Mount et 

al. (1972) described two newly isolated mutations in the 

lexA (lexA-2, lexA-3) which also conferred increased sensi

tivity to radiation and UV light. Strains bearing these 

mutations were not defective in genetic recombination; the 

lexA mutations were found to be dominant, as demonstrated 

by the mutant radiation-sensitive phenotype of lex*/lex" 

heterozygous strains (Mount et al. 1972). This latter 

observation suggested that the lexA-3 mutant phenotype 
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results from the synthesis,of a diffusible product (Mount 

et al. 1972). The phenotypes of strains carrying several 

mutant alleles of the lexA-3 gene are consistent with the 

model described in the previous section. 

It has been observed that lexA-5 strains do not 

induce recA protein synthesis after DNA damage (Gudas and 

Pardee 1975). As seen in Figure 6c, the lexA mutant pro

tein is thought to be resistant to recA+ protease cleavage; 

this is analogous to the dominant A clind" mutation that 

makes repressor resistant to cleavage and prevents A + induc

tion (Roberts and Roberts 1975). The resistance to cleavage 

of the lexA-3 protein prevents the derepression of the recA 

protein and other DNA repair functions. This function has 

been shown biochemically by Little et al. (1980). They 

provided evidence that the mutant lexA-3 protein was resis

tant to the recA+ protease both in vivo and in vitro. The 

cleavage of the lexA-3 protein proceeded at about 1% the 

rate at which the wild type lexA+ protein was cleaved. 

They observed that the wild type lexA+ protein was function

ally and physically cleaved by the endopeptidase activity of 

the recA* protein at a rate tenfold greater than that of the 

A repressor. The cleavage of the lexA+ protein was demon

strated in vitro and was shwon to depend upon the same 

conditions as those described by Roberts and Roberts (1975) 

for A + cleavage, requiring both wild type recA+ protein 
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(or tif-1 protein which was found to be more active) and 

ATP or the analogue adenosine 5'-[ -thio]-triphosphate. 

Furthermore, UV-resistant derivatives of lexA-3 

strains have been isolated by Mount et al. (1973) called 

ts1 and spr (Mount 1977) (Table 3), which show conditional 

or constitutive synthesis of recA protein, and other SOS 

functions in the absence of DNA damage. The ts1" mutation, 

which is closely linked to lexA (Figure 5, Table 3) is 

thought to produce a thermosensitive lexA repressor, which 

at high temperatures (40-42°C) does not bind to recA opera

tor region, thereby derepressing recA* protein and other SOS 

functions (Mount et al. 1973). The spr mutation, which 

also maps near the lexA gene (Mount 1977) (Figure 5, Table 

3) is thought to destroy lexA gene function, thereby allow

ing constitutive synthesis of recA protein and the other 

SOS functions. 

Previous to the study described in this dissertation, 

the lexA protein had not been identified and, furthermore, it 

was not definite whether the spr mutation, which had been 

isolated in the lexA-3 gene (Mount 1977), actually inacti

vated the lexA protein. The purpose of this dissertation 

was thus to inactivate the lexA gene product by isolating 

amber mutations in this gene and to investigate the effect 

of a lack of the lexA protein on the phenotype of the cell 

in relation to the SOS functions. 
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The rationale for this study was that, if indeed the 

lexA protein regulated the SOS functions, absence of this 

protein would result in the constitutive expression of these 

functions. Moreover, introduction of amber suppressor muta

tions into the strain bearing the amber mutation in the 

lexA gene (spr(am)) should restore the original lexA mutant 

phenotype. 

The strain that was isolated which carried the amber 

mutation in the lexA gene (spr-55(amber)) behaved as pre

dicted by the model proposed (Figure 6), showing a derepres

sion of the SOS functions. These results provide supportive 

evidence that the lexA protein is directly involved in the 

regulation of inducible repair in coli. Furthermore, the 

amber mutations isolated in the lexA gene proved to be very 

useful in the identification of the lexA protein itself 

(Brent and Ptashne 1980; Little and Harper 1979). 

By using recombinant DNA techniques, Little (1980) 

has isolated a A lexA-3 transducing phage and a series of 

plasmids carrying the lexA+ gene as well as the lexA-3 and 

spr-55 amber mutations. The isolation of A lexA phages 

permitted the identification of the lexA gene product by 

Little and Harper (1979). They found that the A lexA+ 

transducing phage made a polypeptide of 24 kilodaltons (kd) 

in size, whereas A lexA-3 encoded a mutant lexA protein of 

25 kd in size and the A lexA-3 spr-55 phage produced a 



fragment of 17 kd. Brent and Ptashne (1980) , using a X + 

transducing phage which carried the lexA promoter fused to 

the lacZ gene, also were able to identify the lexA gene 

product. 

The model proposed to account for the role of the 

lexA and recA games in the regulation of the SOS functions 

was further supported by the finding that the lexA gene 

product responses its own promoter (i.e., it is autoregu-

lated). Brent and Ptashne (1980) constructed, by recombina

tion in vitro, a phage that carried the lexA promoter fused 

to the lacZ gene. Experiments with this fusion phage and 

with multicopy plasmids that carried the lexA gene showed 

that the lexA gene represes its own expression. Further

more, this repression occurs even if the cell has no recA 

protein, indicating that the lexA protein need not be com-

plexed to the recA protein for activity. Little and Harper 

(1979) , using a different methodology, arrived at the same 

conclusions. Little and Mount (1981) at The University of 

Arizona, Tucson, identified specific binding sites in the 

lexA operator region by the footprinting technique. They 

observed that the binding site of the lexA protein in the 

lexA operator region is almost twice as large (about 42 

base pairs) as in the recA operator (about 25 base pairs). 

Furthermore, these protected sites have a large amount of 

symmetry as observed from DNA sequencing data. Little 

(1981), at The University of Arizona, Tucson, did not see 



preferential binding to half of the lexA regulatory region 

at low repressor concentrations; this suggests that, if this 

region contains two adjacent binding sites, binding of the 

lexA protein to its own operator might occur in a coopera

tive way. He has also observed synthesis of a transcript 

from the promoter to the end of the lexA transcript by in 

vitro transcription experiments using as templates restric

tion fragments carrying either of the two regulatory regions. 

It was observed that synthesis of this runoff transcript was 

inhibited by 90% if the purified lexA protein was present 

prior to the addition of RNA polymerase. It was concluded 

from these findings that the binding of the lexA protein 

represses transcription of recA and lexA. 

The autoregulation mechanism of lexA may have sev

eral roles in the recA-lexA regulatory cycle. One function 

would be to maintain a constant level of lexA protein in 

exponentially growing cells and, secondly, it would allow 

this level to reach its optimal value quickly when cells 

make a transition from a state of no lexA function (such as 

when the SOS functions are induced) to a normal growth 

state. 

The lexA protein may also act to repress other 

functions involved in the SOS response. It could act to 

repress a function that causes lethal filamentation when 

expressed (Brent and Ptashne 1980). In addition, Kenyon 

and Walker (1980) identified several loci in E. coli that 
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appear to be repressed by the lexA product acting alone; 

these include the uvrA and umuC genes (Figure 5) (see next 

section). It is possible that these other genes may have 

operators similar to the recA and lexA operators; thus these 

genes could be subject to lexA repression and, in turn, to 

derepression by the recA protease. 

Evidence of the Role of recA in the 
Regulation of the SOS Functions 

recA mutants of coli were first isolated as 

recombination-deficient mutants (Clark and Margulies 1965) . 

Subsequent work has revealed that the recA gene is not only 

essential for genetic recombination (Clark 1973) but also 

for the expression of the SOS functions (Hanawalt et al. 

1975; Witkin 1976). 

Some mutants in the recA+ gene, designated recA , 

abolish both genetic recombination and the expression of 

the SOS functions (Witkin 1976). The tif-1 mutation, 

which maps in the recA gene (Castellazzi et al. 1972b; 

Castellazzi et al. 1977) produces a hyperactive recA" 

protein; at 40-42°C the recA protein is synthesized without 

an inducing agent. Two additional mutations, lexB30 

(Blanco et al. 1975) and zab53" (Castellazzi et al. 1977) 

are closely linked to the recA gene (Figure 5, Table 3) and 

prevent expression of the SOS functions without abolishing 

recombination efficiency. Furthermore, strains that may 

carry mutations in the recA operator region have been 



isolated (Ginsburg, Edmiston, and Mount n.d.; Volker," 

Margossian, and Clark 1980). These presumptive recA-

operator mutations constitutively synthesize recA protein 

in cells that are either lexA* or 1 exA~. This indicates 

that, in these cells, lexA cannot repress recA (Ginsburg 

et al. n.d.; Volker et al. 1980). After irradiation of 

the double mutant lexA recA -operator, UV-induced muta-

+ 
genesis is not observed; however, lexA recA -operator 

mutants do show mutagenesis after UV irradiation (Ginsburg 

et al. n.d.). These findings further suggest that one 

function of recA protein in mutagenesis is to cleave the 

lexA protein. 

Inouye and Pardee (1970) and Gudas and Pardee 

(1976) have demonstrated that a 40,000 molecular weight 

protein, called protein X, is induced in wild type cells 

following treatment which damage DNA or interrupt its 

synthesis, and tif-1 cells at 40-42°C. Induction of pro

tein X was abolished in lexA or recA" strains. However, 

large amounts of protein X were made in recA strains 

carrying a tsl-1 mutation (Gudas 1976). McEntee (1977) 

further provided evidence that protein X is the recA gene 

product (McEntee 1977). 

The breakthrough toward understanding the function 

of the recA gene product in the SOS functions came with the 

observation that a proteolytic activity, Capable of cleav

ing the A repressor, was present in extracts of cells known 
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to contain large quantities of the tif-1 form the recA 

protein (Roberts, Roberts, and Mount 1977). This reaction 

required ATP and Mg^+ and was accompanied by the proteolytic 

cleavage of the A+ repressor molecule. Later, Roberts, 

Roberts, and Craig (1978) showed that A+ repressor -was 

inactivated and cleaved into two detectable fragments during 

incubation with purified recA protein in vitro, in a reac

tion that also required ATP and Mg^ + . The product of the 

tif-1 allele of the recA protein was found to be several 

fold more active than the wild type protease in this reac

tion. The highly specific protease activity of the recA 

protein was further demonstrated by Phizicky and Roberts 

(1980) in its ability to cleave the repressor of a second 

lambdoid phage--Salmonella typhimurium phage P22--into two 

detectable fragments. 

These findings led to the idea that the recA protein 

was involved in the regulation of the SOS functions through 

its proteolytic cleavage of the lexA repressor; this would 

derepress the SOS operons, including the recA protein 

itself (Gudas and Mount 1977; McEntee 1977; Roberts et al. 

1978). Little et al. (1980) obtained evidence for this 

hypothesis by showing the in vitro cleavage of the lexA 

by purified recA protein (see previous section). 

Purified recA protein can catalyze several other 

reactions. These include hydrolysis of ATP in the presence 

of single-stranded DNA (Ogawa et al. 1978), the 



ATP-dependent uptake of single-stranded DNA (McEntee, 

Weinstock, and Lehman 1979; Shibata et al. 1979), and the 

ATP-dependent hybridization of homologous single-stranded 

DNAs (Weinstock et al. 1979). These functions appear to be 

improtant for both genetic recombination and repair. 

The recA gene has been sequenced by Sancar and 

Rupp (1979) and Sancar et al. (1980) and the operator 

region (25 base pairs) has been found to possess symmetry 

and to be similar to the lexA operator region. This obser

vation supports the idea that the synthesis of the recA 

gene is regulated by the lexA protein. Furthermore, the 

concentration of the recA protein in the cell is normally 

very low, but treatments that damage DNA or interrupt its 

synthesis increase the level of the recA protein many fold 

so that it becomes one of the major cellular proteins 

(Inouye and Pardee 1970; Little and Hanawalt 1977; McEntee 

1977). These extensive fluctuations indicate that the 

expression of the recA gene is tightly regulated and have 

provided evidence for the model of the regulation of the 

SOS function. 

Other Genes Which Are Induced 
by DNA Damage" 

Kenyon and Walker (1980) provided evidence that 

there is a set of gene in E^ coli other than the recA 

gene whose expression is induced by DNA damaging agents. 

They used a specialized transducing phage, Mud (Ap ,lac), 
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which carried the lactose structural genes but not the 

promoter region. When this phage integrates randomly into 

the bacterial chromosome, the lac structural genes can be 

expressed if they are fused to the regulatory region of a 

bacterial gene. This insertion creates an operator fusion 

in which the synthesis of 3-galactosidase (the product of 

the lac Z gene) can be placed under the control of a cellu

lar regulatory locus (Casadaban and Cohen 1979). Kenyon 

and Walker (1980) were able to identify a set of genes 

that were turned on as a result of DNA damaging treatments 

(mitomycin C or UV). These genes mapped at a minimum of 

five loci. One of these was the uvrA locus (Figure 5). 

This suggests that the uvrA endonuclease, which participates 

in exicision repair and is normally regarded as being con-

stitutively expressed (Hanawalt et al. 1979; Seeberg 1978b), 

may be induced to higher levels in response to DNA damage 

(Kenyon and Walker 1980). 

Another locus which was induced was in the vicinity 

of the umuC gene. Mutations in the umuC gene show very 

little UV-induced mutagenesis or Weigle reactivation, but 

are normal for other SOS functions such as prophage. The 

other inducible genes mapped near the lexA locus and within 

the gene for polymerase II (Figure 5). Kenyon and Walker 

(1980) found that the expression of all these inducible 

genes was abolished by either a recA or a lexA mutation. 

This suggests that these genes are under the coordinate 
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+ + 
control of the recA and the lexA gene products. Further

more, it is possible that the SOS functions may be under 

the control of a variety of genes. 

Recent evidence by Kenyon and Walker (1980) and 

Seeberg (1978b) has suggested that the uvrA+ gene is induced 

by DNA damage and is under lexA regulation. I thus decided 

to investigate the repair of UV-irradiated phage X+ in 

strains which lacked lexA gene function (spr") and which 

carried various alleles of the uvrA and recA genes. The 

results suggest that the uvrA+ geneotype is necessary for 

high phage survival and, furthermore, the strain also car

rying the spr mutation in the lexA gene resulted in a fur

ther increase in phage survival as compared to the wild 

type strain. 

These results provide further evidence that the 

uvrA+ gene may be under the regulation of the lexA protein. 



CHAPTER 2 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Media 

Oxoid broth, previously described (Moody and Hayes 

1972), was used to grow cultures before and during matings; 

Davis minimal media (Davis and Mingioli 1950) was used for 

selection of recombinants and transductants; L broth (Luria 

and Burrows 1957), supplemented with 2 mg of maltose per ml 

and 10 mM MgSO^, was used to grow cultures for measuring UV 

survival and N agar (Mount et al. 1972) containing 0.5 yg 

of mitomycin C (Sigma Chemical Co.) per ml was used for 

selection of mitomycin C-resistant derivatives. Davis 

minimal salts is Davis minimal medium lacking glucose, thia 

mine, or amino acids additions. LC plats are 10 g bacto-

tryptone, 5 g NaCl, 5 g yeast extract, 10 g Difco agar, 

10 ml 0.1M CaCl2, 2.5 ml glucose, 20 ml thymidine per liter 

of water. Occasionally cells were diluted in saline (8.5 g 

NaCl per liter of water. X broth and A agar, which have 

been described (Knoll 1979), were used to grow phage stocks 

N broth consists of 10 g bacto-tryptone, 5 g NaCl, 2 g glu

cose, 2.5 g casamino acids, and 0.2 mg vitamine B-^ per 

liter. M9 medium (Miller 1972) was used to grow cells for 

labelling; it contains theonine (50 yg/ml), leucine, 
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arginine, proline, histidine, isoleucine, and valine (40 

yg/ml each), thiamine (1 yg/ml) and 0.41 glucose. 

Bacterial Strains 

The relevant genetic markers and the sources of the 

bacterial strains used in this study are listed in Table 1. 

Phage Strains 

Phage strains are described in Table 2. 

Conjugation Procedure 

The mating -procedure was described by Moody and 

Hayes 1972). Both recipient and donor strains were grown 

in Oxoid broth to exponential phase. Growth of the cells 

was measured by reading the absorbance at 540 nm in a Klett 

Summerson colorimeter. The culture was growing exponenti

ally when it reached an increase of 60 Klett units above 

the inoculum (2-3 X 10^ cells/ml). Cultures (9Hfr:lF) 

were mated for 60 min at 37°C without agitation, the mating 

was interrupted by blending in a Vortex mixer for 1 min, 

the cells were spread on selective medium, and incubated 

overnight at 37°C. 

Transductions 

In this procedure, which was previously described 

(Clark and Margulies 1965; Mount et al. 1972), 10 ml of the 

recipient culture, which was grown exponentially, was 



Table 1. Bacterial strains 

Strain Relevant Genetic Markers Source 

DM511 lexA-3 tsl-1 D. Mount* 

DM938 lex+ spr+ recA-1 uvrA+ D. Mount 

DM960 Hfr-Ra-2 metA-28 D. Mount 

DM972 Hfr-Ra-2 lexA-3 D. Mount 

DM1180 lexA-3 tif-1 sfiA-11 strA-31 D. Mount 

DM1187 lexA-3 spr-51 ti£-l sfiA-11 strA-31 D. Mount 

DM1415 lexA-3 spr-51 ti£-l recA-1 uvrA+ s£iA-ll D. Mount 

DM1420 lexA-3 spr-51 tif+ recA+ uvrA+ sfiA-11 D. Mount 

DM1590 as DM1187, also gal sup This work 

DM1591 lexA-3 spr-51 tif-1 recA+ uvrA-6 sfiA-11 D. Mount 

DM1593 lex+ spr+ tif-1 recA+ uvrA-6 sfiA-11 D. Mount 

DM1598 lexA-3 spr-51 tif-1 recA-1 uvrA-6 sfiA-11 D. Mount 

DM1598 lexA-3 spr-51 tif-1 recA-1 uvrA-6 sfiA-11 



Table 1Continued 

Strain Relevant Genetic Markers Source 

DM1599 lex* spr+ recA-1 uvrA-6 sfiA-11 

DM1600 as DM1590, also thr+ leu+ metA-28 

DM1700 as DM1590, also lexA-3 thr+ leu+ 

DM2001 as DM1590, also lexA-3 spr-55(amber) thr* leu+ 

DM2010 as DM2001 but tif+ 

JG70 Hfr supE 

JG75 Hfr supD 

JL393 lexA-3 spr-51 zab-53 tif-1 sup+ srl+ (X ind ) 

JL402 lexA-5 spr-51 zab-53 tif-1 srl+ (Aind )/pMB9 supU 

D. Mount 

This work 

This work 

This work 

This work 

J. Gross 

J Gross 

Kato and Shinoura 
(1977) 

Kato and Shinoura 
(1977) 

JM1 lexA+ spr+ tif+ recA+ uvrA+ sfiA+ J. George 



Table 2-Continued 

Strain Relevant Genetic Markers Source 

AB259 Hfr H sup* _ A. J. Clark** 

AB2430 recA-15 uvrA-6 A. J. Clark 

*The University of Arizona, Tucson 

**University of California--Berkeley 



Table 2. Phage strains 

Phage Properties Source 

X ref* 

X (cl)ind_ 

X imm434cIO 29 

Wild type 

Repressor not cleaved by the recA protein 

Hybrid phage containing the immunity region 
region of phage 434 

R. Devoret 

D. Kaiser 

B. Knoll** 

X lexA-3 cI857ts ind 

X lexA cI857ts ind 

X lexA-10 cI857ts ind 

X lexA-27 cI857ts ind 

X lexA-3 spr-55(amber) 
cI857ts ind" 

Temperature sensitive repressor X trans
ducing phage carrying lexA-3 

Temperature senstive repressor X trans-
phage carrying lexA-3+ 

Temperature sensitive repressor X trans
ducing phage carrying lexA-10 

Temperature sensitive repressor 
ducing phage carrying lexA-27 

trans -

Temperature sensitive repressor trans
ducing phage carrying spr-55(amber) 

J. Little** 

J. Little 

This work 

This work 

J. Little** 

*referred as X+ 
**The University of Arizona, Tucson 
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centrifuged and resuspended in 1 ml of 1% tryptone. 0.5 ml 

of this suspension was added to 0.5 ml of Luria broth and 

0.5 ml of transduction buffer (3 ml of 1 M MgSO^, 3 ml of 

0.5 M CaCl2, and 94 mi of sterile water). Another 0.5 ml of 

resuspended cells was added to a tube that contained 0.5 ml 

of a suspension of PI bacteriophage that had been grown the 
7 

day before on the donor strain and diluted to 5 X 10 phage/ 

ml. These two portions were placed in a 37°C stationary 

water bath for 20 min , then put on ice, centrifuged twice, 

and resuspended in 5 ml of saline. They were centrifuged 

again and resuspended in 0.1 ml of saline. This 0.1 ml was 

then spread on a selective plate and incubated 2 d at 37°C. 

UV Survivals 

The procedure for UV irradiation was described by 

Mount et al. (1972). Log phase cultures were centrifuged 

and the cells were suspenced in one-fourth volume of saline. 

They were irradiated in shallow layers in glass petri dishes 

with agitation for the specified time with UV light from a 

GE 15-W germicidal lamp placed 43 cm away, achieving a dose 

2 of 13 ergs/mm /sec. For most doses the lamp was enclosed 

in a light-tight box with a 1.75 cm slit through which the 

light passed, giving a dose of 1 erg/mm /sec. Samples were 

taken before and after irradiation, diluted, plated on corn-

complete media and incubated overnight at 37°C. All 
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irradiation was performed in the dark using a fluorescent 

bug lamp to prevent photoreactivation. 

Survival of UV-irradiated Phage A+ 

on Unirradiated Cells (Host 
Cell Reactivation) 

The procedure for reactivation of UV-irradiated 

phage X was previously described by Defais et al. (1971). 

Cultures were grown to exponential phase, centrifuged, 

suspended in one-fifth the volume with 10 mM MgSO^, and 

infected at a multiplicity of infection of < 0.001 with UV-

irradiated phage A+. The infected cells were incubated 

for 15 min at 37°C, diluted and assayed for plaque - forming 

infective centers on the indicator strain AB2480. This 

strain was used because it is deficient in both host cell 

reactivation and UV reactivation and thus does not repair 

unabsorbed phage particles efficiently (Defais et al. 1971). 

This experiment was performed, as the UV survival experi

ments, in the dark under a fluorescent lamp. 

Survival of UV-irradiated Phage \+ 
on UV-irradiated Cells 

(UV-reactivation) 

In this technique, which was previously described 

by Castellazzi -et al. (1972a), cultures were grown to expo

nential phase with .2% maltose and 10 mM MgSO^ in the 

medium to aid the phage absorption. They were then centri

fuged and resuspended in one-fifth the volume in 10 mM 

MgSO^. The cells were UV-irradiated at various doses, each 



7  suspension was then infected with 10 phage particle/ml 

2 which had been previously irradiated (200J/m ) in 10 mM 

MgSO^. After absorption for 20 min at-37°C, the infected 

cell suspension was diluted and plated on N agar plates 

with the indicator strain AB24S0. This procedure was 

carried out in the dark as the UV-survival experiments to 

prevent photoreactivation. 

Phage absorption was checked by removing 0.1 ml 

from the absorption mixture after the 20 min, diluting the 

phage and plating it on the wild type strain C600. In all 

cases, absorption was found to be 95-99% efficient. 

NTG and EMS Mutagenesis 

The procedure for NTG (N'-methyl-N'nitro-N-nitro-

soguanidine) mutagenesis was described by Adelberg, Mandell, 

and Chein Chin Hem (1965) and Pacelli et al. (1979). Late 

exponential-phase cells, suspended in nM sodium citrate 

(pH 5.0) and 100 yg of NTC per ml (Calbiochem), were incu

bated for 15 min at 37°C, diluted 100-fold into L broth, and 

grown overnight at 37°C. Cells were spread on plates con

taining 0.5 yg of mitomycin C per ml (Sigma) and incubated 

overnight at 37°C to select resistant derivatives. For EMS 

(ethyl methane sulfonate) mutagenesis cells were centri-

fuged, washed in Davis minimal salts, centrifuged again and 

suspended in Davis minimal salts at their original volume. 

To 5 ml of cells 25 yl of EMS (Eastman Organic Chemical 
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Division, Eastman Kodak Company) was added, the tube was 

mixed in a Vortex mixer for 30 sec, incubated for 15 min at 

37°C, and diluted 100-fold in L broth. The cells were 

incubated at 37°C overnight. The following day, the culture 

was spread on mitomycin C-containing plates (0.5 yg/ml) to 

select resistant colonies. 

Labelling with [~^S] Methionine 

This technique was previously described (Gudas and 

Mount 1977; Little and Hanawalt 1977; Pacelli et al. 1979). 

Bacteria, grown exponentially in glucose M9 minimal media, 
7 C 

were labelled with [ S] methionine (New England Nuclear) 

(2.5 yCi/l-ml sample) for 5 min at 37°C. A 1,000 to 10,000 

fold excess unlabelled methionine was added, and the cells 

were chilled. The cells were collected by centrifugation 

and the pellets were resuspended in 0.1 ml of 10% glycerol-

10 mM Tris-HCl, pH.7.4 and stored in two 50 yl aliquots at 

-20°C. 

Nalidixic Acid Induction 

In this procedure (Little and Hanawalt 1977; 

Pacelli et al. 1979), cultures were grown exponentially at 

37°C in glucose M9 medium, nalidixic acid was added (40 

yg/ml), and after 30 min the cells were pulse labelled with 

[35S] methionine for 5 min at 37°C with shaking. 
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Preparation of Samples 
for Electrophoresis 

This technique was previously described by Laemmli 

and Favre (1973) and Little and Hanawalt (1977). The 

labelled cells that had been suspended in 101 glycerol-10 

mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4 were mixed with an equal volume of 2X 

sample buffer (10% glycerol, 2 %  sodium dodecyl sulfate, 

0.021 bromophenol blue, 10% 2-mercaptoethanol, 0.125 M 

Tri-HCl, pH 6.8) and incubated 3 min at 100°C. 

Cell Electrophoresis 
(Laemmli System) 

Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) slab gel electrophore

sis was performed as described previously (Laemmli and 

Favre 1973; Little and Hanawalt 1977). The stacking gel 

was 4.51 acrylamide and the separation gel was 11% (or as 

specified). Electrophoresis was for 1 hr at 120 V then at 

240 V for about 6 hr. After electrophoresis gels were 

usually stained in 25% isopropanol-10% acetic acid-0.025% 

coomassie blue (Fairbanks, Steck, and Wallach 1971) over

night, then destained by diffusion in 7% acetic acid. Gels 

were dried under vacuum by heating (Laemmli and Favre 1973) 

then they were exposed to Kodak No-Screen film (NS-2T) for 

24 hr. The mobility of the protein was calculated as: 

u .. distance of protein migration 
mobility = —-J-.—x s—a • shr~-} distance of dye migration 



Phosphate Gel Electrophoresis 
(Weber and Osborn SystemJ 

This procedure, which was described by Weber and 

Osborn (1969, 1975), is similar to the Laemmli gel system 

(Laemmli and Favre 1973); however, it does not use a stack 

ing gel. The samples are directly loaded into the resolv

ing gel. The gel buffer in the Weber and Osborn system is 

composed of 2.0 gm of SDS, 7.8 gm of sodium phosphate mono 

basic, 38.6 gm of sodium phosphate dibasic, and 1 liter of 

water. The reservoir buffer is composed of 1 part gel buf 

fer and 1 part water. 

Phage Purification-

Phage were purified using the procedure described 

by Bovre and Szybalski (1971) . One liter of the cell cul

ture that was growing exponentially was infected with the 

desired phage at an m.o.i. of approximately 0.1 and grown 

in Tryptone-maltose broth with 10 mM MgSO^ added. Incuba

tion was continued at 37°C with shaking until lysis 

occurred, chloroform was added and the lysate was centri-

fuged at 8,000 rpm for 10 min. The phage-containing super 

natant was saved. Phage were purified from the lysate in 

a CsCl step gradient (1.7, 1.5, 1.3 g/cm^) run at 35,000 

rpm for 60 min in a Beckman SW40 rotor. The sharp phage 

bands, which were visible, were removed with a needle and 

syringe by puncturing the side of the centrifuge tube just 
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below the banc^. The phage band was dialyzed against 10 mM -

Tris pH 7.4, 10 mM MgSO^. 

Labelling Phage A In the 
UV-irradiated Cell System 

This procedure was described previously (Hendrix 

1971; Little et al. 1980; Little and Harper 1979). Cells 

were grown for labelling in glucose-M9 medium, concentrated, 

suspended with medium supplemented with 10 mM MgSO^ and 

? 
irradiated with UV light (188 J/m ). The cells were then 

infected with the desired phage at a multiplicity of 10, 

35 
labelled with [ S] methionine (20 yCi/ml), and analyzed by 

electrophoresis as described previously (Little and Kleid 

1977) followed by fluorography (Bonner and Laskey 1974). 

Fluorography 

To increase the intensity of the radioactively 

labelled bands, fluorography (Bonner and Laskey 1974) was 

done by soaking the gel for 1 hr in 501 methanol/10% acetic 

acid followed by 1 hr in ENHANCE (New England Nuclear) then 

1 hr in cold water and 2.5 hr of drying. The dried gel was 

then exposed to Kodak X-ray film (X-Omat, XR-2) for 24 hr. 

The effect of fluorography is to render the bands less 

sharp, however, the exposure time of the film is more 

rapid. 
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Construction of Lysogens 

Lysogens of the desired phage were made by spotting 

a drop of the phage stock onto a lawn of the strain in top 

agar followed by incubation overnight at 37°C. Cells from 

the center of the turbid spot were picked, streaked on 

plates and incubated overnight at 37°C. The following day, 

the colonies were picked and streaked across vertical lines 

on a A plate along which the A vir and A cl lysates had 

been smeared. The colonies which were lysogenic showed 

growth on A cl but not on A vir. A cl~ has a nonfunctional 

repressor such that the phage lytic gnees are always 

expressed; only lysogens will grow on this phage. The 

repressor of A vir is mutated in such a way that it is 

unable to turn off the phage lytic genes; therefore, even 

a lysogen will not be able to grow on this phage. 



CHAPTER 3 

RESULTS 

Isolation of Amber Mutations 
in the lexA Gene 

Rationale for Mutant Isolation 

Previous genetic studies have suggested that the 

lexA+ product is a repressor for the recA protein, and that 

in cells with damaged DNA this repressor is inactivated 

leading to recA protein synthesis (Gudas and Mount 1977; 

Gudas and Pardee 1976; Mount 1977; Mount et al. 1972; 

Witkin 1976) . It has been further suggested that the lexA 

mutation renders this repressor noninducible, therefore 

preventing synthesis of the recA protein and other SOS 

functions (see Introduction). 

A mutation, designated spr-51 had been isolated by 

Mount (1977) which mapped in the lexA gene and showed con

stitutive expression of lysogenic induction and error-prone 

DNA repair pathways in a tif-1 sfiA-11 genetic background 

(Table 5., p. 74). Mount (1977) suggested that the spr-51 • 

mutation diminished the activity of the lexA repressor and 

therefore resulted in the constitutive expression of the 

SOS functions. 

61 



Table 3. Mutations in the lexA and recA genes 

Alleles of the 
lexA Gene Phenotype 

lexA+ Wild type, cleaved after DNA damage by recA protein 

S + 
lexA-3 UV , dominant to lexA , recombination proficient, not cleaved 

by recA protease. 

tsl-1 Thought to produce a thermosensitive lexA protein 

spr-51 Non-functional lexA protein, SOS functions turned on consitu-
tively, UVr 

spr-55(amber) Amber mutation in the lexA gene, non-functional lexA protein, 
SOS functions constitutively turned on, UVr 

sps Intermediate UV-resistant, results in normal recA protein 
synthesis 

recA+ Wild type, recombination proficient 

tif-1 Active recA protein without an inducing signal, recombination 
proficient 

zab-55 Thought to be a down promotor in the recA gene, recombination 
proficient, no induction of the SOS function, UVS 



Table 3-Continued 

Alleles of the 
lexA Gene Phenotype 

lexB-30 Same as zab-53 

s 
recA-1 Recombination deficient, UV 

s 
recA(amber) Recombination deficient, UV 

recA Thought to be an operator mutation in the recA gene, SOS 
functions are turned on in a lexA-3 background 
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Before the study described in this dissertation, it 

had not been possible to prove that the spr-51 mutation 

inactivated the lexA gene product. It was therefore decided 

to isolate spr-amber mutations in lexA; these mutations 

would provide concrete evidence that the spr mutation pre

vents the synthesis of the lexA protein, thereby derepres-

sing the synthesis of the recA protein and the other SOS 

functions. 

If the lexA gene product is indeed a repressor for 

recA protein and the other SOS functions, then an amber 

mutation in the lexA gene which would eliminate the synthe

sis of the lexA protein should lead to the constitutive 

expression of the SOS functions and the synthesis of the 

recA protein. Since the SOS functions are constitutively 

expressed in an spr strain (Mount 1977) , isolation of spr-

amber mutations would prove that the spr mutation prevents 

the synthesis of the lexA protein and it is the lack of 

this protein which allows the SOS functions to be expressed 

constitutively. Furthermore, introduction of amber suppres

sor mutations into the spr-amber strain should restore the 

original lexA phenotype (i.e., prevent the synthesis of 

the SOS functions). 

Amber mutations in the lexA gene would be detected 

in the same way that spr mutations are detected (Mount 1977) . 

When colonies carrying an spr mutation, in a lexA-3 tif-1 

sfiA-11 genetic background, are replica-plated to plates on 
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+ + 
which A is spread, the colonies are killed by the phage A 

because no lysogenization can occur (Mount 1977). If the 

spr mutation prevents the synthesis of the lexA protein, an 

amber mutation in the lexA should show the same phenotype as 

the spr mutation with A+. To obtain an spr mutation, a 

lexA-3 tif-1 sfiA-11 strain was grown on plates containing 

mitomycin C (0.5 yg/ml). The cells which survive produce an 

inactive lexA protein, therefore, the SOS functions are 

turned on constitutively and the colonies are killed by A + 

phage. This phenotype is referred to as STS (Mount 1977). 

Another function that occurs in a strain which does not 

produce any lexA protein is filamentation and, eventually, 

cell death (see Introduction). Therefore, the sfiA-11 muta

tion is introduced into such a strain (i.e., into the spr-

amber strain) to allow cell division to proceed normally. 

The isolation of amber mutations in the lexA 

gene would not only be useful in studying the effects that 

occur in a cell that lacks lexA protein, but it would also 

be useful in the identification of the lexA gene product. 

This work was carried out by Little and Harper (1979) after 

the amber mutation in the lexA gene had been isolated. 

Removal of the Suppressor Mutation (sup 37) 
from the lexA-3 tif-1 sfiA-11 Strain 

Previous studies for the isolation of mutants in 

the lexA gene were performed in strains that carried amber 
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suppressor mutations (Witkin 1967). To isolate amber muta

tions in the lexA gene, it was thus necessary to remove the 

suppressor mutation from the parent strain. This was done 

by mating DM1590 (lexA+ thr leu sup+ Str**) with DM9 7 2 

+ + s 
(lexA-3 thru leu Str ) as described in hapter 2 and 

obtaining Thr+ Leu+ [Str**] recombinant DM1700. Of the 

Thr+ Leu+ [Str**] colonies, 22% showed the UV-sensitive 

phenotype characteristic of lexA-5. The strain DM1700 was 

then mutagenized with NTG as described in Chapter 2 to 

isolate amber mutations in the lexA-3 gene. 

EMS and NTG Mutagenesis 

Forty-four EMS and ten NTG-induced mutants of 

DM1700 which were mitomycin C resistant were patched and 

replica plated onto plates containing Aind and plates 

+ 
containing X phage. Ten of the forty-four EMS and one of 

the ten NTG-induced mutants showed the STS phenotype (Fig

ure 7a). These colonies were possible candidates for amber 

mutations in the lexA gene. They were designated spr-51 

(amber). 

Introduction of Amber Suppressor 
Mutations into the spr(amber) 
lexA-3 tif-1 sfiA-11 Strain 

The EMS and NTG induced mutants that were mitomycin 

C resistant and showed the STS phenotype were mated with Hfr 

+ R 
JG75 supD and His [Str ] recombinants were selected. Most 



Figure 7. STS test with the spr-55(amber) strain 
DM2001 

a. Appearance of phage spots grown on DM2001. Drops 
of phage suspensions (109 plaque - forming units/ml) were 
plated on tryptone agar plates that had been seeded with 
indicator bacteria in overlay, dried, and incubated for 18 
hrs at 37°C. Areas of the bacterial lawn infected by the 
noninducible phage mutant A ind" or by the mixture of A + 
and A ind" contain lysogen survivors and appear turbid. 
The inducible phage strains A+, X ind^, and A i4 34 do not 
lysogenize DM2001; therefore, a clear area appears due to 
the absence of bacterial growth. 

b. Patches of the strain DM2001 and DM2002 which+have 
been replicated onto a tryptone agar plate on which X is 
spread. Growth is indicated by the white patches, A + is 
able to lysogenize these colonies. The clear areas are from 
colonies in which the SOS functions are expressed constitu-
tively, X+ can grow lytically and kill the cells. DM1180 
(lexA-3 tif-1 sfiA-11) and DM1187 (lexA-3 spr-51 tif-1 
sfiA-11) are the control, DM2001 (lexA-3 spr-55(amber) 
tif-1 sfiA-11), DM2002 (lexA-3 spr-56(amber) tTf-1 sfiA-
11) • 

c. Patches of DM2001 which carries the suppressor 
mutation supD; the patches have been replica-plated onto a 
tryptone agar plate on which phage A i^ cI029 is spread. 
The colonies which are growing lack the suppressor muta
tion; the colonies which contain the suppressor mutation 
are killed by the phage since the amber mutation on the 
phage has been suppressed and can proceed with its lytic 
cycle. DM1180 (lexA-3 tif-1 sfiA-11) and DM1187 (lexA-3 
spr-51 tif-1 sfia-11) are the control, DM2001 (lexA-3 
spr-55(amber) tif-1 sfiA-11). 
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Figure 7. STS test with the spr-SS(amber) strain 
DM2001 
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o f  the His [Str ] recombinants had inherited the his-

linked supD(amber) suppressor mutation carried by JG75. 

In one mutant, designated DM2001, 54 of 140 His+ 

D 
[Str ] recombinants tested had acquired supD and all of 

these had lost the STS phenotype and became UV sensitive. 

The presence of the supD mutation in DM2001 was detected by 

observing if the unsuppressed DM2001 showed the STS pheno

type (Figure 7b). An additional cross was performed to 

introduce a different amber suppressor mutation into the 

strain DM2001. Hfr JG70 supE (Figure 5) was crossed with 

DM2001 and Pro [Str ] recombinants were selected. All 

recombinants that had inherited the pro-linked (Figure 5) 

mutation had lost the STS phenotype. Upon subsequent char

acterization, one of these recombinants was shown to have 

intermediate UV-sensitivity (see below). 

Mapping the spr-amber Mutation 
in the lexA Gene 

Using PI transduction crosses, Mount (1977) found 

that the spr-51 mutation was cotransducible with metA at a 

frequency of about 16% and, therefore, it was closely linked 

to the lexA gene which had been found to be linked to metA 

at a similar frequency (Howard-Flanders and Boyce 1966a). 

PI transduction crosses showed that spr-55(amber) was 

cotransducible with metA at a frequency of 15% (Table 4). 

This result shows that the amber mutation spr-55 is linked 

to the lexA gene. 
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Table 4. Frequency of cotransduction of spr-55(amber) 
with metA* 

Donor 
Strain Unselected Marker 

Fraction of Met 
Transductants which 
Inherited 
Unselected Marker 

DM1700 

DM2000 

DM2001 

lexA-3 

lexA-5 spr-54(amber) 

lexA-3 spr-55(amber) 

34/200 (161) 

32/200 (15%) 

30/200 (15%) 

* + 
The recipient strain was DM1600 (metA-28 spr 

lexA ). Met+ transductants of the recipient strains which 
carried metA+ were selected. Transductant colonies were 
grown at 37°C and purified on selective media before 
determining their phenotype. The STS phenotype was scored 
by replica plating a grid of colonies on tryptone agar 
plates to plates on which particles of X+ or Aci" ind" had 
been previously spread. Absence of growth on the \+ phage 
containing plate after 18 hr was determined as positive 
for the STS phenotype. 
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spr-55(amber) was mapped by growing phage PI on the 

donor strain DM2001 (metA* spr-55 lexA-3). The transducing 

phage was then used to infect strain DM1600 (metA spr* 

lexA-3* tif-1 sfi-11), and Met+ transductants were selected 

at 37°C. The transductants were replica-plated onto plates 

that had been spread with X+ to score for the STS phenotype. 

Construction of spr(amber) Mutations 
in a tif+ sfi-11 Genetic Background 

DM2001 (spr-55 tif-1 sfiA-11 his" Str**) was mated 

with Hfr KL16 (tif+ his* Str^) (Figure 5, Table 1) and his+ 

R [Str ] colonies were selected on minimal media. Forty-five 

+ R 
percent of the His [Str ] recombinants lacked the STS 

phenotype; that is, A was able to lysogenize the cells. 

This was the result of the introduction of the tif+ gene in 

the spr-55(amber) strain. The new strain was designated 

DM2010 (spr-55 lexA-3 tif* sfiA-11) (Table 1) . 

Characterization of spr(amber) 
Mutations in the lexA Gene 

UV Survival 

UV survival curves of DM2001 (spr-55(amber) lexA-3 

tif-1 sfiA-11), its parent DM1700 (spr+ lexA-3 tif-1 

sfiA-11), DM2010 (spr-55 lexA-3 tif+ sfiA-11), andDM2001 

carrying the amber suppressor mutations supD and supE are 

shown in Figure 8. It can be seen that the presence of the 

amber mutation in the lexA gene abolishes the UV sensitivity 



Figure 8. UV survival curves of DM2001 and its 
derivatives. --'Cells were grown to exponential phase at 
37°C, UV irradiated at various doses, diluted onco N plat 
and incubated at 37°C. After 18 hrs the colonies were 
counted using an electronic colony counter (New Brunswick 
Scientific). 

(A) - - DM2001 , lexA-3 spr-5 5(amber) tif-1 sfiA-11 sup 

w - - DM2010 , lexA- 3 spr-55(amber) tif+ sfia-11 sup+ 

(•) " - DM1700 , lexA-3 tif-1 sfiA-11 sup + 

( • )  " - DM2 001 supE, as DM2001 but s upE 

(T) " - DM2001 supD, as DM2001 but s upD 

(*) " - J Ml lexA+ 
.  _ +  r .  +  +  

tif sfiA sup 
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DM201Q sup" 

DM2001 sup 

J M 1  
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DM2001supD 

DM 1700 

.001 
12 3 6 9 

U V  D O S E  ( J / m 2 )  

Figure 8. UV survival curves of DM2001 and its 
derivatives 
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due to lexA-3 (seen in the parent DM1700). The introduction 

of the amber suppressor mutation supD restores the UV sensi

tivity almost to the level of the parent DM1700. However, 

when the supE suppressor (Figure 5) is introduced into the 

amber strain, only partial UV-sensitivity is restored (Fig

ure 8) . 

Kaplan, Stretton, and Brenner (1965) reported that 

supE, which inserts glutamine, is a less efficient suppres

sor than supD which inserts serine. It is possible that 

the amino acid substituted by supE yields a lexA product 

that is only partially functional or that there is less 

lexA mutant protein made since the efficiency of chain 

propagation with supE is only 30% vs. 63% with supD (Kaplan 

et al. 1965) (see Discussion). 

The data from Figure 8 show that DM2010 (spr-55 

lexA-3 tif+ sfiA) is as UV-resistant as the corresponding 

tif strain DM2001. The UV-resistant phenotype is also 

observed in DM2010 because in this strain the wild type 

recA protein (tif+) is induced by UV light (Gudas and 

Mount 19 7 7) . 

Effects of Phage Repressors 
(Plaque Morphology) 

Phage A+ makes clear plaques and A ind" a noninduc-

ible mutant of A, makes turpid plaques on DM2001 (Table 4). 

The A ind" phage has been shown to have an altered repressor 

that is insensitive to induction (Roberts and Roberts 1975). 
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This phenotype (designated STS) is similar to the one 

observed for the non-amber spr strain DM1187 (Mount 1977) 

This property is not observed when the suppressor mutations 

supD and supE are introduced into DM2001 (Table 5). Mount 

(1977) reported that both the tif and sfiA mutations must be 

present for the STS phenotype to be observed. This is in 

accordance with the observation that DM2010 (spr-55 tif+ 

sfiA-11) does not show the STS phenotype (Table 5). In 

DM2010, the wild type recA protein, which is being synthe

sized constitutively, is not active (Emmerson and West 1977; 

Gudas and Mount 1977; Mount 1977); therefore, lysogenization 

of phage A+ can occur. 

Synthesis of recA Protein 
Tn the spr(amber) Strain 

SDS Gel Electrophoresis 

RecA protein (protein X) (40,000 daltons in molecu

lar weight) was originally described by Inouye and Pardee in 

1970 and independently found by Siccardi et al. (1971), 

Sedgwick (1975), and McEntee (1977) . It is synthesized at 

low levels in exponentially growing cells; however, when 

the cells are treated with agents that damage DNA such as 

UV or nalidixic acid recA protein is induced and becomes 

about 3% of the total cellular protein (Gudas and Pardee 

1976) . 



Table 5. Plaque morphology 

Bacterial 
Strain Genotype A + 

Phage 
A cl inds A cl ind 

JM1 lexA+ 
+ . _+ _ . . + 

spr tif sfiA turbid turbid turbid 

DM118 7 lexA-3 spr-51 tif-1 sfiA-11 clear clear turbid 

DM1180 lexA-3 spr+ tif-1 sfiA-11 turbid turbid turbid 

DM2001 lexA-3 spr-55(amber) tif-1 sfiA-11 clear clear turbid 

DM2010 lexA-3 spr-55(amber) tif+ sfiA-11 turbid turbid turbid 

DM200lsupD same as DM2001 but supD turbid turbid turbid 

DM2001supE same as DM2001 but supE turbid turbid turbid 

* 9 Phage strains were spotted (10 phaque forming units/ml) on tryptone agar 
plates that had been seeded with indicator bacteria in overlay, dried, and incubated 
overnight at 37°C. A turbid area indicates lysogenic survivors. Clear areas indi
cate the absence of bacterial growth since the phage was unable to lysogenize the 
indicator bacteria. 
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Mutations in the lexA and recA genes affect the 

synthesis of the recA protein (Gudas 1976; Gudas and Mount 

1977; Gudas and Pardee 1975) suggesting that the lexA 

product regulates the synthesis of the recA protein (Mount 

1977; Witkin 1976). Cells with the recessive mutations 

spr-51, which are thought to be defective in the regulatory 

functions of the lexA protein express high levels of recA 

protein constitutively (Gudas and Mount 1977; Mount 1977) 

(see Discussion). 

A one-dimensional SDS polyacrylamide gel of labelled 

cellular proteins from uninduced and nalidixic acid-induced 

strain DM2001 is shown in Figure 9. It can be seen that 

protein X (recA protein) is produced at high levels even 

without an inducing treatment. Similar results have been 

observed with a non-amber spr strain (Gudas and Mount 1977). 

The derivatives of DM2001 carrying amber suppressor muta

tions supD and supE and DM1700 did not show high rates of 

recA protein synthesis even with an inducing treatment. In 

a similar SDS gel of labelled cellular proteins, the tif+ 

derivative of DM2001 (DM2010) also synthesizes recA protein 

constitutively without an inducing treatment (Figure 10). 

It has been previously reported that the recA protein from 

an spr-51 tif-1 strain is electrophoretically different 

from the recA protein derived from an spr-51 tif+ strain 

(Emmerson and West 1977; Gudas and Mount 1977; McEntee 

1977) and that it is more active proteolytically in 



Figure 9. Induction of recA protein (protein X) by 
nalidixic acid in the spr-55(amber) strain and its deriva
tives. -- Nalidixic acid, at a final concentration of 40 
yg/ml, was added to exponentially growing cultures at 37°C. 
After 30 min, the cells were pulse labelled with [^5S] 
methionine for 5 min at 37°C and analyzed by SDS-polyacryla-
mide gel electrophoresis on an 11% gel. 

Lane 1--Untreated JM1, spr tif sfi 

Lane 2--JM1 treated with nalidixic acid 

Lane 3--Untreated DM2001, lexA-3 spr-55(amber) tif-1 
sfiA-11 sup 

Lane 4--DM2001 treated with nalidixic acid 

Lane 5--Untreated DM2001 supD, same as DM2001 but 
supD 

Lane 6--DM2001 supD treated with nalidixic acid 

Lane 7--Untreated DM2001 supE, same as DM2001 but supE 

Lane 8--DM2001 supE treated with nalidixic acid 

Lane 9--Untreated DM1700, lexA-3 tif-1 sfiA-11 sup 

Lane 10--DM1700 treated with nalidixic acid 

The position of protein X (recA protein) is 
indicated by the arrow. 
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Protein X 

Figure 9. Induction of recA protein (protein X) by nali
dixic acid in the spr-SS(arnber}strain and its derivatives 



Figure 10. Induction of recA protein (protein X) 
by nalidixic acid in the tif+ derivative of DM2001. --
Nalidixic acid (40 yg/ml) was added at 37°C, and after 30 
min the cells were pulse labelled with [35S] methionine for 
5 min at 37°C. The proteins synthesized were analyzed in 
an 11% SDS polyacrylamide gel. 

Lane 1--Untreated JM1, spr+ tif+ sfi+ 

Lane 2--JM1 treated with nalidixic acid 

Lane 3--Untreated DM2001 , lexA-3 spr-55(amber) tif- 1 
sfiA-11 sup 

Lane 4--DM treated with nalidixic acid 

Lane 5--Untreated DM2001supD, same as DM2001 but supD 

Lane 6--DM2001 supD treated with nalidixic acid 

Lane 7--Untreated DM2010, same as DM2001 but tif 

Lane 8--DM2010 treated with nalidixic acid 

Lane 9--Untreated DM1700, lexA-3 tif-1 sfiA sup 

Lane 10--DM1700 treated with nalidixic acid. 

The position of recA protein (protein X) is indi
cated by the arrow. 
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Figure 10. Induction of recA protein (protein X) by 
nalidixic acid in the tif+ deriVative of DM2001 
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cleaving the A+ repressor in vitro (Roberts and Roberts 

1975; Roberts et al. 1978). 

These data clearly demonstrate that the presence of 

the spr(amber) mutation in the lexA gene, either in a tif-1 

or tif+ genetic background permits the synthesis of high 

levels of recA protein, and when the amber mutation is sup

pressed, the recA protein is no longer inducible. This 

suppression restores the synthesis of the mutant lexA pro

tein which, in turn, blocks the expression of the recA 

gene (Pacelli et al. 1979). 

Survival of UV-irradiated Phage X +  

On Unirradiated Host Cells 

Host cell reactivation occurs by excision of pyrim-

idine dimers from the UV-irradiated phage lambda by the host 

enzymes (Blanco and Devoret 1973). It has been shown that 

the UV-damaged phage A+ has different plating efficiencies 

depending on the genetic background of the host cell 

(Blanco and Devoret 1973; Devoret et al. 1975). Cells which 

carry mutations in the lexA gene (spr-51) and in the recA 

gene (tif-1) such that DNA repair enzymes are constitutively 

expressed, show an increased ability to repair UV-damaged 

phage X+ (Castellazzi et al. 1972b; Mount 1977; Witkin 

1976). Furthermore, UV-irradiated phage A+ has a reduced 

plating ability on cells that are deficient in excision 

repair (i.e., cells that carry the uvrA , uvrB , and uvrC 

mutations) (Howard-Flanders and Boyce 1966a)(see Discussion). 
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As described in Chapter 2, phage X+ was irradiated 

at various UV doses and plated on host strains of various 

genetic backgrounds. When the UV-irradiated phage was plated 

plated on the strain DM2001 which carries the amber mutation 

in the lexA gene, high levels of phage survival were observ 

observed (Figure 11). However, when the UV-damages phage A 

was plated on the suppressed derivatives of DM2001 (DM2001 

supD and DM2001 supE) the survival of the phage was 

decreased to the level of the lexA parent, DM1700 (Figure 

11). Moreover, the removal of the tif-1 mutation from 

DM2001 did not change these results. As seen in Figure 12, 

+ 
DM2010 (spr(amber) tif sfi-ll)also shows high survival 

levels of UV-irradiated phage. 

These results indicate that the amber mutation in 

the lexA gene results in the constitutive expression of the 

repair enzymes in the host cell which, in turn, repair the 

damaged phage genome (see Discussion). 

UV Reactivation 

Weigle (1953) reported that the survival of UV-

irradiated phate A+ was greatly increased if the host cells 

were also exposed to ultraviolet light (UV Reactivation or 

Weigle Reactivation) and that associated with this process 

there was an increased frequency of mutations to the sur

viving phage (UV Mutagenesis). The amount of UV reactiva

tion observed depends on the genotype of the host cell and, 

also, protein synthesis must occur in the UV-irradiated 



Figure 11. Survival of UV-irradiated phage X 
on unirradiated DM2001 and its derivative (Host Cell Reacti 
vation). -- Cultures were grown to exponential phase in 
tryptone broth containing 10 mM MgSO and 2 mg of maltose 
per ml at 37°C, centrifuged, resuspended and concentrated 
5-fold in 10 mM MgSO . The resuspended cells were infected 
with phage X+ which had been unirradiated or UV-irradiated 
at various doses at a multiplicity of<0.001. They were 
allowed to absorb for 20 min at 37°C, > 90% absorption was 
obtained, they were then diluted and assayed for plaque-
forming infective centers on the indicator strain AB2480. 

(*) -- DM2001 , lexA-3, spr-55(amber) tif-1 sfiA-11 sup 

(») -- DM1700, lexA-3 tif-1 sfiA-11 sup+ 

(y) -- DM2001 supD, same as DM2001 but supD 

(4) -- DM2001 supE, same as DM2001 but supE 

(#0 -- JM1, lexA+ tif+ sfiA+ sup+ 
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DM2001 sup 

JMl  

DM2001 supE 0.1 

DM2001 supD 

DM1700 
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Figure 11. Survival of UV-irradiated phage A+ on 
unirradiated DM2001 and its derivative (Host Cell Reacti
vation 



Figure 12. Survival of UV-irradiated phage A on 
the unirradiated tif+ derivative of the spr-55(amber) 
strain (Host Cell Reactivation). -- Cultures were grown to 
exponential phase in tryptone broth containing 10 mM MgSO 
and 2 mg of maltose per ml at 37°C, centrifuged, resuspended 
and concentrated 5-fold in 10 mM MgSO^. The resuspended 
cells were infected with phage A+ which had been unirradi
ated at various doses at a multiplicity of <0.001. Absorp
tion occured for 20 min at 37°C, and greater than 90% 
absorption was obtained. The absorption mixture was then 
diluted and plated on N agar plates with the indicator 
strain AB2480, then it was incubated at 37°C for 18 hrs. 

(•) -- DM2001 , 1exA-3 spr-55(amber) tif-1 sfiA-11 sup + 

Gfr) -- DM2 010, same as DM2 001 but tif+ 

(») -- DM1700, lexA-3 tif-1 sfiA-11 sup* 

(o) -- JM, lexA+ tif+ sfiA+ sup+ 
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host cells prior to the phage infection (Blanco and Devoret 

1973; Hanawalt et al. 1979). This suggests that when the 

host cells are UV-irradiated an inducible repair system is 

activated that leads to the increased synthesis of enzymes 

that repair the damaged phage genome (see Chapters 1 and 

4). 

Since it has been known that mutations in the lexA 

and recA genes prevent UV reactivation (Castellazzi et al. 

1972b; Mount 1977; Radman 1974; Witkin 1976), it was of 

interest to know the contribution of the lexA gene to this 

process. As described in Chapter 2, phage A+ was irradiated 

at a UV dose which results in a 1% survival of the phage 

2 
(200 J/m ); then the UV-irradiated phage was plated on 

strains with various genetic backgrounds that had been 

irradiated at various UV doses. The survival of the phage 

was then plotted against the UV dose given to the host cell. 

As can be seen from Figure 13, the mutation in the 

UV-irradiated host cell that inactivates the lexA gene prod

uct (spr(amber)) causes an increased survival of the UV-

irradiated phage A+; the level is similar to the one 

observed with the strain that carries the non-amber spr 

mutation (DM1187) (Mount 1977) . When the suppressor muta

tions supD and supE were introduced into DM2001, the sur

vival of the UV-irradiated phage X+ was reduced to the level 

of the lexA parent DM1700 (Figure 13). The data in Figure 

13 also show that, even in the unirradiated host DM2001 and 



Figure 13. Survival of UV-irradiated phate X on 
UV-irradiated spr-55(amber) strain and its derivatives (UV 
reactivation of phage A + ) . -- A suspension of unirradiated 
phage or UV-irradiated phage X+ (200 J/m^) was added to 
unirradiated or UV-irradiated host cells at 37°C. The 
phage lambda was at a concentration of 5X10' phage/ml. 
They were allowed to absorb for 20 min at 37°C. The 
infected cell suspension was then diluted and plated on N 
agar plates with the AB2480 indicator strain at 37°C for 
18 hrs. 

(if) -- DM118 7, lexA-3 spr-51 tif-1 sfiA-11 sup+ 

(o) -- DM2001, lexA-3 spr-55(amber) tif-1 sfiA-11 sup* 

£#) -- DM2010, same as DM2001 but tif* . 

(f) -- DM2001supD, same as DM2 001 but supD 

(p) -- DM2001supE, same as DM2001 but supE 

(•) -- DM1700, lexA-3 tif-1 sfiA-11 sup+ 

(A) -- JM1, lexA+ tif+ sfiA+ sup+ 
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the control DM1187, UV-damage phage lambda is repaired at a 

higher frequency than in the unirradiated lexA derivatives 

(DM1700, DM2001 supD and supE). The tif+ derivative of 

DM2001 (DM2010) also shows an increased ability to repair 

UV-irradiated phage A+; however, at zero UV dose to the 

cells, the survival of the phage is much lower than the 

survival seen with DM2001 and DM1187 (Figure 13). 

The data from Figure 13 is expressed in terms of 

the reactivation factor in Figure 14. The ratio of phage 

survival on irradiated cells to that on unirradiated cells 

is defined as the reactivation factor. This factor, which 

is plotted against UV dose to the cells, is a measure of 

the ability of irradiated cells to repair UV-irradiated 

phage as compared to unirradiated cells. The data of Fig

ures 13 and 14 clearly show that the irradiated strain JM1 

and the spr(amber) strain in a tif (DM2001) or tif* (DM2010) 

genetic background show a much greater capacity than the 

unirradiated cells to repair UV-irradiated phage A+; whereas 

the lexA strain (DM1700) and the suppressed DM2001 do not 

show a greater capacity. 

Increased Repair of UV-irradiated Phage A+ on 
Unirradiated Cells by the spr-51 Mutation 

In the previous section, the survival of UV-

irradiated phage A+ on unirradiated cells carrying the 

spr-51 mutation was examined. The results indicated a 

greater survival of phage A+ on unirradiated cells if they 



Figure 14. Ultraviolet light reactivation factor 
of UV-irradiated X + on UV-irradiated strain DM2001 and its 
derivatives. -- The data are from the same experiment des
cribed in Figure 13. The reactivation factor is the ratio 
of survival of UV-irradiated over unirradiated phage X+ on 
irradiated cells divided by the ratio of survival of UV-
irradiated over unirradiated phage X+ on unirradiated host 
cells. 

RF = * 5u""al °f UV-irradiated ̂  Qn irradiatei cells 

% survival of unirradiated 

0, survival of UV-irradiated + . , ... 
on unirradiated cells 

% survival of unirradiated + 

(•) -- DM1187, lexA-3 spr-51 tif-1 sfiA-11 

(O) -- DM2001, lexA-3 spr-55(amber) tif-1 sfiA-11 sup 

(•) -- DM2010, same as DM2001, but tif+ 

(') -- DM2001 supD, same as DM2001 but supD 

(*) -- DM2001 supE, same as DM2001 but supE 

(0) -- DM1700, lexA-3 tif-1 sfiA-11 sup+ 

1 - JM1, lexA+ tif+ sfiA+ sup+ 
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carried the tif-1 mutation in the recA gene and the spr-51 

mutation in the lexA gene (Figure 11). 

To see what would happen to the survival of UV-

irradiated phage X+ if the recA and the uvrA gene functions 

were inactivated, the uvrA+ gene product (which affects 

excision repair) is known to be an inducible protein and is 

constitutively expressed in spr mutants (Kenyon and Walker 

1980; Seeberg 1978a). UV-irradiated phage lambda was plated 

on strains with different genetic backgrounds and the 

percent survival of the phage on the host strain was plotted 

against the UV dose given to the phage (Figure 15). It can 

be seen that the spr-51 mutation results in an increased 

survival of the UV-damaged phage (as seen in strain DM1420, 

+ + 
Figure 15) in a recA and uvrA genetic background. How

ever, even in the strain which lacked recA function, the 

spr-51 mutation still caused an increased phage survival 

(seen in strain DM1415 in Figure 15). In the spr* recA 

urA+ strain (DM938) the phage survival was greatly 

decreased. Furthermore, it can also be observed that the 

uvrA+ gene product is necessary for the increased level of 

phage survival because strains carrying the uvrA mutation 

showed a reduced level of phage survival, even in the spr 

recA genetic background (Figure 15). 

These results suggest that the uvrA+ gene product, 

which has been found to be an inducible protein (Kenyon and 

Walker 1980) , is essential for repairing UV-damaged phage 



Figure 15. Survival of UV-irradiated phage A+ on 
unirradiated uvrA derivatives of the spr-51(amber) strain 
(Host Cell Reactivation. -- Cultures were grown to exponen
tial phase in tryptone broth containing 10 mM MgS04 and 2 
mg of maltose per ml at 37°C, centrifuged, resuspended cells 
were infected with phage A which had been unirradiated or 
UV-irradiated at various doses at a multiplicity of < 0.001. 
They were allowed to absorb for 20 min. at 37°C; > 90% 
absorption was obtained, the absorption mixture was then 
diluted and assayed for plaque-forming infective centers 
on the indicator strain AB2480. 

Cm) - - JM1, spr+ recA+ uvrA+ 

Co) - - DM938, spr+ recA-1 uvrA+ 

(*) - - DM1415, lexA-3 spr-51 recA+ uvrA+ 

(•) - - DM1420, 
+ 

lexA-3 spr-51 recA uvrA 

Co) - - DM1591, lexA-3 spr-51 recA+ uvrA-6 

(*) - - DM1593, lex+ spr+ recA+ uvrA-6 

CO - - DM1598, lexA-3 spr-51 recA-1 uvrA-6 

(•) - - DM1599, lex+ spr+ recA-1 uvrA-6 
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and that the activity of this protein is even further 

increased in an spr-genetic background (see Chapter 4). 

The UV survival curves shown in Figure 16 indicate that 

the strain carrying the spr-51 mutation and the uvrA+ gene 

product is able to repair its damaged DNA more efficiently 

than even the wild type strain JM1. However, strain DM1591 

(spr" recA+ uvrA ) showed an increased sensitivity to ultra

violet light since it carried the uvrA-6 mutation and, 

therefore, was deficient in excision repair. Furthermore, 

strains which carry both the recA and the uvrA mutations 

(DM1598 and DM1599) were very sensitive to ultraviolet 

light. In these strains, a single pyrimidine dimer will be 

lethal to the cell (see Chapter 4). 

Isolation and Characterization of 
New Mutant lexA Proteins 

The product of the lexA gene was identified by 

Little and Harper (1979) and Brent and Ptashne (1980) by 

using A+ transducing phage and plasmids carrying various 

alleles of the lexA gene (i.e., A lexA-3, A spr-55). The 

A lexA -3 phage contains 2.9 kilobase (kb) insert of E_;_ coli 

DNA that includes the lexA gene (Little and Harper (1979). 

Mutant Phage Isolation 

To isolate new mutants in the lexA+ gene, a stock 

of transducing phage A lexA+ which carried the temperature-

sensitive suppressor mutation cI857 . was mutagenized with 



Figure 16. UV survival curves of uvrA derivatives of 
the spr-51 strain. -- Cells were grown to exponential phase 
at 37 C, UV irradiated at various doeses, diluted on N plates, 
and incubated at 37°C overnight. The colonies were then 
counted using an electronic colony counter (New Brunswick 
Scientific). 

(•) -- JMl, spr+ recA+ uvrA+ 

(o) - - DM9 38, 
4* 

spr RecA-1 uvrA 

(*) - - DM1415, lexA-3 spr-51 recA-1 uvrA+ 

(e) -- DM1420, 
"t* ^ 

lexA-3 spr-51 recA uvrA 

(a) -- DM1591, lexA-3 spr-51 recA+ uvrA-6 

(*) -- DM159 3, lex+ spr+ recA+ uvrA-6 

CO -- DM1598, lexA-3 spr-51 recA-1 uvrA-6 

c«o - - DM1599, lex+ spr+ recA-1 uvrA-6 
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Figure 16. UV survival curves of uvrA derivatives 
of the spr-51 strain 



NTG (nitrosoguanidine) at 1 mg/ml. The phage was then 

plated on a host, DM1631, which carried the thermosensitive 

mutation in the lexA gene tsl-1 (Mount et al. 1973) and 

which lacked a suppressor mutation (sup* tsl-1). The 

infected cells were grown overnight at 32°C. The plaques 

that arose were then picked and patched onto plates that 

contained different indicator strains in a top agar overlay. 

One plate contained the strain JL319 (tsl-1 sup+) and the 

other plate contained the strain DM1690 (tsl-1 supD). The 

plates were incubated at 42°C for 24 hr. 

The rationale for this mutant isolation was as 

follows: If some of the mutagenized lexA* transducing 

phage carried an amber mutation in the lexA+ gene, it would 

not be able to complement the tsl-1 mutation carried by the 

indicator bacteria which lacked the suppressor mutation 

(JL319 : tsl-1 sup ); therefore, no growth would occur in 

the area of the patch. However, this same plaque would 

show an area of growth on the indicator strain which carries 

the suppressor mutation supD (DM1690) since the amber muta

tion carried by the phage would be suppressed and this would 

result in the synthesis of a functional lexA+ gene product 

which, in turn, would complement the tsl-1 mutation carried 

by the indicator bacteria at 42°C. 

Two of 750 plaques tested showed growth on DM1690 

(tsl-1 supD)and no growth on JL319 (tsl-1 sup+) at 42°C. 

The phage from each of the two plaques was purified and 
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further characterized. The phage were designated X lexA-10 

and A lexA-27. It was determined, as can be seen from the 

studies described below, that neither lexA-10 nor lexA-27 

were amber mutations in the lexA* gene; however, they proved 

to have some interesting characteristics and their isolation 

contributed to the determination of the molecular weight of 

the lexA protein (see following section and Chapter 4). 

Purification of the A Transducing 
Phage Carrying the Mutant 
lexA Gene 

This procedure was described in Chapter 2 and by 

Bovre and Szybalski (1971). The lysogens were temperature 

induced since the transducing phage that was used carried a 

repressor with the temperature-sensitive mutation cI857 ts 

ind". At high temperatures the phage repressor becomes 

inactive and lysis follows. 

UV Survival 

To characterize the newly isolated A transducing 

phages A lexA-10 and A lexA-27, DM2001 lysogens of these 

phages were constructed as described in Chapter 2. The UV 

survival curves of these lysog.ens as compared to DM2001 

lysogens of \ lexA+ and X lexA are shown in Figure 17. It 

can be seen that A lexA-10 behaves as \ lexA+; that is, the 

lexA-10 mutation carried by this transducing phage does not 

alter very much the UV-resistant phenotype of DM2001. 

However, the lexA-27 mutation drastically reduces the 



Figure 17. Ultraviolet light survival curves of 
lambda lysogens carrying various alleles of the lexA3 gene. 
-- Lysogens were grown to exponential phase at 30°C, centri-
fuged and resuspended in L broth, and UV irradiated at 
various doses. The cells were then diluted onto N plates 
and incubated for 18 hrs at 30°C. 

(•) - - DM2001, spr-55(am) tif-1 r • a + 

sfiA sup 

(*) -- DM2001, A lexA+, DM2001 lysogen of A lexA+ 

(•) -- DM2001, X lexAlO, DM2001 lysogen of A lexAlO 

(0) -- DM2001, A lexA3, DM2001 lysogen of A lexA3 

(*0 -- DM2001, A lexA27, DM2001 lysogen of A lexA2 7 
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UV resistance of DM2001 and causes the DM2001 lexA-2 7 

lysogen to become very UV sensitive to a level below the 

one shown by the control lysogen DM2001 \ lexA-3. 

These results support the idea that the lexA-27 

mutation is probably similar to the lexA-3 mutation. The 

lexA-27 mutation is also dominant over the spr-amber muta

tion and it abolishes the UV-resistant phenotype observed 

in DM2001. Furthermore, it can be seen that neither lexA-10 

nor lexA-27 are amber mutations in the lexA gene (see 

Chapter 4). 

SDS Gel Electrophoresis 
(Laemmli Gel System) 

To examine the polynucleotides synthesized by A 

lexA-10 and A lexA-27 transducing phages, the UV-irradiated 

cell system was used (Hendrix 1971). In this system, cells 

are heavily UV irradiated, destroying their DNA coding 

capacity; they are then multiply infected with the appro

priate transducing phage. The proteins expressed by the 

phage (such as the lexA protein) are detected by electro

phoresis analysis in polyacrylamide gels. 

The hosts used carry a A ind prophage to repress 

phage lytic genes, so the observed bands primarily repre

sent products of genes in the bacterial insert and the 

phage immunity region. The hosts which were chosen have 

little or no recA and lexA protein function, therefore 

minimizing the effects of wild type levels of these 



protein. One host, JL393, had the spr-51 allele at the 

lexA gene which inactivates lexA function (Mount 1977) , and 

zab-53 tif-1 mutations in the recA gene which result in very 

low levels of recA protein production. 

Autoradiographs of the phage-synthesized proteins in 

a 13% SDS gel (Laemmli method) (Laemmli and Favre 1973) are 

shown in Figure 18i It can be seen that lexA-10 migrates to 

a lower position in the gel than either lexA+ or lexA-3 

(Figure 18a, lanes 8 and 9). It was calculated that the 

molecular weight of lexA-10 is about 21 kd (lexA+ is 24 kd 

and lexA-3 is 25 kd). However, lexA-27 migrates to the same 

position as the lexA-3 protein (Figure 18b, lanes 6 and 7). 

It can also be seen from Figure 18b the position of the 

fragment which was produced when the transducing phage car

rying the spr(amber) mutation (spr-55) infected JL402 host 

(JL393/pMB9 supU) (Lane 6). When the host did not carry a 

suppressor mutation (JL393), the fragment did not appear 

(lane 5). The fragment produced by the transducing phage 

carrying the spr-55 amber mutation was calculated to be 

about 17 kd. 

Weber and Osborn Phosphate 
Gel System 

Noel, Mikaido, and Ames (1979) and De Jong, Zweers, 

and Cohen (1978) reported that the molecular weight of a 

protein should not be inferred solely on the basis of 

sodium dodecyl sulfate gel electrophoresis. Noel et al. 



Figure 18. Identification of new mutant lexA gene 
products-Autoradiographs of phage synthesized proteins 
in a 13% SDS-polyacrylamide gel (Laemmli Gel System. --
Strains JL393 and JL402 were grown at 37°C, concentrated, 
resuspended and irradiated with UV light (1800 J/M^). 
Cells were infected with the indicated phage at a multi
plicity of 10, labelled with [^5S] methioline (20 y Ci/ml) 
and analyzed by electrophoresis as described in Chapter 2, 
followed by fluourography. The molecular weight of the 
protein was calculated as follows: 

. distance of protein migration Mobility = —"Tr-«—j Kr—, 1 distance of dye migration 

a. Lane l--Host JL393, spr-51 zab-53 tif-1 sup+ 
(A ind~), infected with A lexA3 

Lanes 4, 5--Uninfected host JL393 

Lanes 6, 7--Host JL393 infected with A  lexA 

Lanes 8, 9--Host JL393 infected with A  lexAlO 

b. Lane 3--Host JL393 infected with A  lexA 

Lane 4--Host JL393 infected with A  3exA3 

Lane 5--Host JL393 infected with A  spr-55(amber) 

Lane 6--Host JL402, spr-51 zab-53 tif-1 / pMB9 
sup U ( A  ind~), infected with A  spr 55(amber) 

Lanes 7, 8--Host JL393 infected with A  lexA27 

Lane 9--Host JL393 uninfected 

Lane 10--Host JL402 uninfected 

Molecular weights: lexA-3 = 24 kd 
lexA-10 = 21 kd 
lexA-27 = 25 kd 
lexA-55 = 17 kd 
LexA = 24 kd 
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found that the mobility of a mutant and wild type histidine 

transport protein (J protein) of Salmonella typhimurium 

varied when he compared the migration of the protein in the 

Laemmli tris-glycine gel system versus the Weber and Osborn 

phosphate gel system. In the tris-glycine gel system, the 

mutant and wild type J proteins differed by 1,000 kd (Noel 

et al. 1979); however, in the phosphate gel system they 

migrated to the same position. The molecular weights of 

the mutant lexA proteins, lexA-3, lexA-10, lexA-27 and the 

wild type lexA+ protein were further investigated. 

The Weber and Osborn phosphate gel system was util-

utilized as described in Chapter 2, and the results from an 

autoradiograph of a 13% gel is shown in Figure 19. It can 

be observed that the mutant and wild type lexA+ proteins 

display similar mobilities (lanes 1, 2, 3, 4), giving a 

size of about 25 kd for the lexA protein. From these data, 

it can be concluded that the differences in mobility of the 

lexA alleles observed in the Laemmli gel system is probably 

due to charge or amino acid substitution and not due to 

size differences. 

These findings show that altered proteins cannot be 

assumed to have a different molecular weight, if the inter

pretation is based only on a NaDodSO^ gel electrophoretic 

mobility change; additional, alternative evidence is 

necessary. In conclusion, it is therefore possible that 

the mutant lexA protein result from missense mutations in 



Figure 19. Molecular weight determination of mutant 
lexA Proteins. -- Weber and Osborn Gel System. Autoradio-
graph of phage-synthesized proteins in a 13% SDS-polyacry-
lamide gel. Strain JL 393 was grown at 37°C, concentrated, 
resuspended and UV-irradiated (1800 J/m2). Cells were then 
infected with the indicated phage at a multiplicity of 10, 
labelled with [^S] methionine, and analyzed by electro
phoresis . 

Lane l--Host JL393, spr-51 zab-55 tif-1 sup+ (Aind), 
infected with A lexA 

Lane 2--Host JL393 infected with A lexA3 

Lane 3--Host JL393 infected with A lexAlO 

Lane 4--Host JL393 infected with A lexA27 

Molecular weight markers are shown on the right-hand 
side of the gel. 
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the lexA gene; the DNA sequencing of these genes will give 

a definitive answer (see Chapter 4). In addition, it can 

also be concluded that the 24-kd band made by A lexA+ is 

the lexA* gene product (Little et al. 1980; Little anad 

Harper 1979). Work by Brent and Ptashne (1980) supports 

this latter conclusion. 



CHAPTER 4 

DISCUSSION 

Mutations in the lexA gene have been available for 

study for several years; however, due to their highly vari

able phenotype, it was not known what the real phenotype 

of a c^ll which lacked lexA gene function was like. 

Until the experiments described in this dissertation 

were performed, it was not possible to determine whether the 

spr-51 mutation actually altered the activity of the lexA 

protein or some other nearby gene; and if it did alter the 

lexA gene, whether it actually inactivated the lexA gene 

product or just altered the interaction of the lexA protein 

with some other cellular component. It was therefore of 

interest to inactivate the lexA gene product by attempting 

to isolate spr-amber mutations in this gene. The successful 

isolation and subsequent characterization of these amber 

mutants and their suppressed derivatives with respect to the 

SOS functions have provided information on the role of the 

lexA gene in these functions and prove that this gene codes 

for a diffusible protein. Furthermore, it also became 

possible to look at the phenotype of a cell which carried 

an inactive lexA gene as a result of amber mutations in 

this gene. 
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The results obtained of the effects on the SOS 

functions by an incomplete lexA protein (i.e., caused by an 

amber mutation in the lexA gene) , support the model that 

the lexA gene codes for a repressor of the recA protein. 

As described in Chapter 1, the model (Figure 6) for the 

regulation ofthe SOS functions proposes that the lexA 

protein is a repressor for the recA, lexA, and other DNA 

repair genes. When DNA is damaged or its replication is 

interrupted, an "inducing signal" such as oligonucleotides 

or single-stranded DNA activates the recA protein. The 

active recA protein, in turn, cleaves and inactivates the 

lexA repressor, leading to the derepression of the recA, 

lexA, and other DNA repair genes. 

The amber mutations which have been isolated in the 

lexA gene and result in the constitutive expression of the 

SOS functions support this model. It is proposed that the 

lexA protein acts as a repressor of the SOS functions and 

that it is inactivated in the induced cell. Amber mutations 

in the lexA gene should produce the same effect and, there

fore, lead to the constitutive expression of the SOS func

tions. The finding of amber mutations in the lexA gene 

which result in this phenotype proves that the lexA protein 

is directly involved in the regulation of these functions 

and that it acts as a repressor. 
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Isolations of Amber Mutations 

Mount (1977) showed that certain strains carrying 

mutations in the lexA gene, called spr-51 for "spontaneous 

repressor inactivation", show constitutive expression of 

the SOS functions. Expression of this phenotype also 

requires two other mutations. One of these, the tif-1 

mutation, maps in the recA gene and is thought to produce 

an altered recA protein which is activated more easily. 

Phizicky and Roberts (1981) have shown that the tif-1 mutant 

form of the recA protein binds nucleotides more efficiently 

than the wild type recA protein. 

The second mutation which is required for the con

stitutive expression of the SOS functions is the sf iA-11 

mutation (George et al. 1975; Mount 1977). Induced wild 

type cells can recover from filamentation caused by the 

sfiA gene. However, in cells that carry the repressor 

mutation lexA-3, the sfiA+ gene is turned on constitutively; 

it is thought that the lexA repressor weakly binds to the 

regulatory region of the sfiA+ gene (Huisman et al. 1980; 

Huisman and D'Ari 1981). It is thus necessary to introduce 

the sfiA-11 mutation into cells carrying the lexA-3 muta

tion to prevent filamentation (Ginsburg et al. n.d.; Witkin 

1976). The amber mutations in the lexA gene were isolated 

in the tif-1 sfiA-11 genetic background. 
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Mapping the spr-55(amber) Mutations 
in the lexA Gene 

Two spr-amber mutants, DM2000 (spr-54(amber)) and 

DM2001 (spr-55(amber)), were mapped in the lexA gene by PI 

transduction crosses. They were found to be cotransducible 

with metA+ at a frequency of about 16% (Table 4); this is 

similar to the mapping of spr-51 in the lexA gene by Mount 

(1977) and with the frequency of cotransduction of lexA-3 

with metA+ (Mount et al. 1972) suggesting that spr-54(amber) 

and spr-55(amber) map within the lexA gene. 

Informational Suppression of the 
Amber Mutations in the lexA Gene 

The term "suppression" originated from classical 

genetics some four decades ago (Sturtevant 1920) . It desig

nates the reversal of a mutant phenotype via a mutation at 

a locus distinct from that of the original mutation. Since 

amber triplets (UAG) are signals of chain termination, the 

suppressors of these mutations allow propagation of the 

polypeptide chain beyond the site of the original mutation 

by causing insertion of an amino acid, which may be differ

ent from that of the wild type, at the site of the amber 

triplet (Donch et al. 1971). 

The extent of suppression of any nonsense mutation 

(UAA, UAG, UGA) is determined by the amino acid which is 

inserted by the suppressor tRNA at the site of the mutation. 

Kaplan et al. 1965) reported that supE inserts glutamine 
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and supD inserts serine at the site of the amber mutation; 

furthermore, they found that supE results in a low effici

ency of chain propagation (30%) , whereas supD was a more 

efficient suppressor, wit.h a 631 efficiency of chain 

propagation. 

Once amber mutations were isolated in the lexA 

gene, it was possible to suppress them and restore either 

partially or fully the original lexA-3 mutant phenotype 

depending on the particular suppressor mutation that was 

introduced. 

Expression of the SOS Function in the 
spr-55(amber) Strain 

UV Survival 

Results from the UV survival data indicate that 

when the lexA gene function is destroyed, the cell becomes 

resistant to UV at a level even greater than the wild type 

strain (Figure 8). When the amber mutation is suppressed 

such that some lexA-3 mutant protein is being synthesized, 

the cell becomes UV-sensitive (Figure 8). The UV sensi

tivity is dependent on the efficiency of chain propagation 

of the suppressor mutation that is introduced (Figure 8). 

These results are best explained by the repressor model 

already described (Figure 6). 
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recA Protein Synthesis 

There has been extensive biochemical evidence that 

the recA protein is directly involved in the expression of 

all induction pathways and that the role of the lexA pro

tein is to regulate the synthesis of the recA protein 

(Englesberg 1971; Gudas and Pardee 1976; Little et al. 1980 ; 

McEntee 1978). Mutations in the lexA gene affect the syn

thesis of the recA protein. In wild type cells, the recA 

protein (protein X) is expressed at high rates following 

damage or inhibition of DNA replication; however, in lexA-3 

cells, the recA protein is not induced by these treatments 

(Gudas and Pardee 1975, 1976). 

As would be expected from the repressor model 

(Figure 6), inactivation of the lexA protein (such as by 

the spr-55(amber) mutation) leads to the constitutive 

expression of the recA protein (Figures 9 and 10). Even 

when the spr-55(amber) strain was not induced, the recA 

protein was expressed at high levels (Figures 9 and 10). 

However, restoration of the mutant lexA-3 protein by the 

introduction of amber suppressor mutations resulted in the 

repression of the recA protein, the synthesis of this pro

tein was blocked even in the presence of an inducing agent 

(Figures 9 and 10). 

The synthesis of the recA protein occurs at high 

rates also in the spr-55(amber) strain in the tif+ sfiA-11 

genetic background (Figure 10). 
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Roberts et al. (1978) showed that purified recA 

protein has a proteolytic activity against X+ repressor in 

vitro, yielding a cleavage fragment that is similar to the 

one seen in A+ lysogens induced by mitomycin C in vivo. 

Furthermore, Little et al. (1980) showed that recA protein 

has a similar protease activity toward the lexA repressor 

both in vivo and in vitro, cleaving it into two detectable 

fragments; the lexA-3 mutant protein was insensitive to 

the cleavage by recA protein. 

It has also been shown that A+ lysogens of spr-51 

tif+ mutants can be constructed (Mount, Kosel, and Walker 

1976) as is the case for the spr-55(amber) tif+ strain 

(Table 5). This indicates that, although spr-51 tif+ and 

spr-5 5(amber) tif+ strains produce high levels of recA 

protein (Figures 9 and 10), the proteolytic activity of 

this protein is not sufficiently great to cleave all the 

phage repressors. The tif-1 form of the recA protein has 

been shown to be electrophoretically different (Englesberg 

1971; Gudas and Pardee 1975; McEntee 1978) and it is 

several-fold more active against the A+ and the lexA+ 

repressors in vitro (Little et al. 1980; Roberts et al. 

1978). Furthermore, Roberts and Phizicky (1981) showed 

that the tif-1 form of the recA protein is more efficient 

than the wild type protein in interacting with DNA and 

nucleotides triphosphates. 
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In summary, the pattern of synthesis of the recA 

protein in the strain carrying the amber mutation in the 

lexA is an important regulatory finding; it provides further 

further evidence that the lexA protein acts as a repressor 

for the recA gene. 

Survival of UV-irradiated Phage X+ 
on Unirradiated Host Cells 
(Host Cell Reactivation) 

In host cell reactivation studies, a damaged phage 

probe is used to determine the activity of the various 

cellular DNA repair functions in mutant and wild type 

strains. Normally, host cell reactivation refers to the 

reactivation of UV-damaged phage by host functions. The 

major host functions used by phage A+ are the uvr genes that 

control excision repair (Clark et al. 1980; Hanawalt et al. 

1975; Seeberg 1978b). In this study, mutants were used 

that have additional DNA repair due to the derepression of 

the SOS functions. It was of interest to examine the 

effect of this derepression on phage survival and to 

investigate which host genes are involved. 

The data of Figure 11 indicate that derepression of 

the host functions, such as by inactivating the lexA-3 pro

tein by an amber mutation, results in an increased phage 

survival above the wild type strain. Furthermore, suppres

sion of the amber mutation and, therefore, the synthesis 

of the mutant lexA-3 protein resulted in a decreased phage 
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survival (Figure 11). This suggests that the lexA protein 

is involved in the repair of UV-damaged phage A+ by regu

lating the synthesis of the host functions which repair the 

damaged phage genome and that inactivation of the lexA 

protein leads to the derepression of the cellular genes 

which repair the damaged phage genome. The conclusions are 

the same when the UV-damaged phage X+ is plated on a host 

carrying the spr-55(amber) mutation in a tif sfiA-11 

genetic background. In this strain the phage survival is 

increased to the same level as with the spr-55(amber) tif-1 

sfiA-11 strain (Figure 12). 

Survival of UV-irradiated Phage A+ 
on UV-irradiated Host Cells 
(UV Reactivation) 

In the previous section, experiments were described 

in which the host was not treated and thus the survival of 

the damaged phage was dependent on the host functions that 

were constitutively expressed. It was also of interest to 

investigate whether treatment of the same host strains with 

UV would induce further repair capacities and, therefore, 

increase phage survival even more. 

The data of Figure 13 indicate that, when the host 

cells were irradiated, the phage survival increased further. 

The host strain that carried the spr-55(amber) mutation 

which inactivated the lexA gene product (DM2001) showed an 

increased phage survivial even when the host strain was not 
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irradiated, indicating that the repair functions of the 

host were constitutively expressed. The tif * derivative of 

the spr-55(amber) strain (DM2010) did not show such an 

increased phage survival when the host was not irradiated 

prior to infection; however, when the host was irradiated 

the phage survival reached the level of the spr-55(amber) 

tif-1 sfiA-11 strain (DM2001 in Figure 13). This suggests 

that the recA protein must be activated by DNA damage before 

an increase in UV reactivation can be observed. 

Suppression of the amber mutation in the lexA gene 

resulted in very low levels of phage survival: these levels 

were similar to the ones observed when the lexA-3 parent 

(DM1700) was used as the host (Figure 13). This suggests 

that when the host produces mutant lexA-3 protein, the 

damaged phage genome cannot be repaired even if the host is 

irradiated. These results are explained by the model in 

which the lexA-3 protein acts as a repressor for the cellu

lar DNA repair functions (Figure 6). 

The increased phage survival observed might result 

from several cellular functions which are under the regula

tion of the lexA protein. One of the genes which could be 

involved in repairing the damaged phage genome could be the 

recA gene. It has already been shown that the lexA gene 

product i*9gulates the synthesis of the recA protein (Little 

et al. 1980; Little and Harper 1979); it is therefore 

possible that increased levels of the recA protein could 
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repair the phage genome by a recombinational event similar 

to the one shown in Figure 4 and described in Chapter 1 

(Hall and Mount 1981) . However, the data of Figure 15 

suggest that the effect of the recA protein is small, since 

the level and the activity of the recA protein have little 

effect on phage host cell reactivation (possibly because of 

the complementary phage recombinational repair functions). 

A second function which might give increased phage 

survival could be the product of the umuC gene (Figure 5) 

whose function is little understood at this time. However, 

mutations in this gene have been found to reduce UV reacti

vation and mutagenesis of phage A+ (Kenyon and Walker 1980) 

A third gene which could be involved and which has 

been found to be under lexA regulation is the uvrA gene 

(Kenyon and Walker 1980, 1981). It is possible that inac-

tivation of the lexA gene product such as by the spr-51 

and spr-55(amber) mutations, derepresses the uvrA gene 

product, thereby enhancing excision repair and survival of 

the UV-damage phage X+. This possibility is discussed in 

the following section. 

The Role of the lexA Gene 
in Excision Repair 

To investigate the role of the lexA gene in excision 

repair, UV-damaged phage \+ was assayed for plaque - forming 

ability on strains with various lexA and uvrA alleles. 

The uvrA gene product was found to have a major role in 
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phage survival (Figure 15). In a strain which carries a 

functional uvrA* gene, the survival of the UV-irradiated 

phage \+ is increased by about twofold when an additional 

spr-51 is present in the host (Figure 15: strains DM1420 

vs. JM1). The increased phage survival occurs whether the 

recA protein is present or not (Figure 15: strains DM1415 

vs. DM938). If the uvrA gene function is not present, the 

spr-51 and the recA* gene products have no effect on phage 

survival (Figure 15: strains DM1591, DM1593, DM1598, 

DM1599). 

In summary, the data of Figure 15 are consistent 

with the hypothesis that the lexA gene product is directly 

involved in regulating uvrA+-dependent excision repair and 

also reveal that the increased expression of the uvrA gene 

is useful for phage reactivation. Secondly, inactivation 

of the lexA gene product, such as by the spr-51 mutation 

(Mount 1977) leads to the derepression of the uvrA protein 

and enhanced exicision repair. 

The role of the lexA protein in excision and recom-

binational repair was investigated further by looking at 

cellular survival of strains which had been UV irradiated 

and which carried various spr, recA, and uvrA alleles. The 

data of Figure 16 suggest that inactivation of the lexA 

gene product by the spr-51 mutation (Mount 1977) increases 

resistance to ultraviolet light whether the cells are in a 
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uvrA* recA-1 or uvrA-6 recA+ genetic background (Figure 16: 

strains DM1591 and DM1415), but not when the cells are 

uvrA-6 recA-1 (Figure 16: strains DM1598, DM1599). 

In summary, the data of Figure 16 indicate that the 

lexA gene product affects both uvrA and recA-dependent DNA 

repair and inactivation of the lexA protein results in the 

derepression of the recA (Little et al. 1980; Mount 1977; 

Pacelli et al. 1979) and the uvrA (Kenyon and Walker 1980) 

genes and increased cellular survival. 

Conclus ions 

The main conclusion from the data on the expression 

of the SOS functions in the spr-55(amber) strain is that 

they are consistent with the model that the lexA gene prod

uct acts as a repressor in the regulation of the SOS func

tions. 

The results do not unambiguously rule out the pos

sibility that the lexA protein has some other positive role 

in stimulating the expression of the SOS functions. During 

positive control, a regulatory protein would act on an 

operon as an activator that enhances enzyme synthesis, 

rather than as a repressor that inhibits it. 

There are several examples of positive control in 

E. coli. The p factor enables the RNA polymerase enzyme to 

begin mRNA transcription at specific initiation sites on 

the DNA (Campbell et al. 1972). In the arabinose operon of 
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E. coli, the regulatory protein produced by the araC gene 

acts both as a repressor and as an activator. In the 

absence of arabinose, the C protein acts as a repressor 

that binds to the operator region of the ara operon, thereby 

preventing transcription. Upon induction by arabinose, the 

C protein-arabinose complex is released from the operator 

region and becomes an activator, binding to a separate 

initiator site on the operon (Englesberg, Power, and Lee 

1965; Englesberg and Wicox 1974; Fairbanks et al. 1971). 

It is possible that the fragment produced by the 

amber mutation in the lexA gene has some activity. Joan 

Harper (1981), The University of Arizona, Tucson, has shown 

that amber fragments are overproduced, providing evidence 

that the lexA gene is autoregulated (Brocks and Clark 1967; 

Little and Harper 1979). None of these studies, however, 

have provided any evidence that the lexA gene might act as 

a positive regulator. 

A second less likely argument against the repressor 

role of the lexA gene product is that amber mutations are 

leaky and it is therefore possible that there might be some 

functional lexA-3 protein being synthesized. One argument 

against the leakiness is that if some functional lexA-3 

protein is being synthesized in the amber strain, the 

expression of the SOS functions would be reduced from those 

observed in the wild type strain. This was not found to be 

the case (Figures 8, 11, 12, 13). Secondly, it has also 
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been shown that, when the amber mutation in the lexA gene 

was suppressed by different amber suppressor mutations, 

variable UV-sensitivities were observed (Figure 8), indi

cating that the extent of suppression of a nonsense mutation 

is determined by the amino acid which is inserted at the 

site of the mutation by the suppressor tRNA. Lastly, bio

chemical evidence by Little and Harper (1977) and Brent 

and Ptashne (1980) show that the lexA gene is autoregulated. 

They have found that purified lexA protein binds to its own 

regulatory region as well as to the recA operator region. 

There are other ways by which a gene can be inac

tivated which would avoid the problems of producing frag

ments and leakiness. These techniques include deletions, 

inserting transposable elements, insertion sequences, or the 

the bacteriophage Mu into the desired gene. These tech

niques have been used extensively to study the function of 

a variety of coli genes (Kleckner 1977). Transposable 

elements and the bacteriophage Mu randomly insert into a 

bacterial gene, thereby inactivating it. These techniques 

could be used as alternative ways to inactivate the lexA 

gene and study the SOS functions. 

New Mutants in the lexA Gene 

The availability of the A lexA+ transducing phage 

has made it possible to isolate new mutant forms of the 

lexA protein. 
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lexA-27 

One of the mutant forms of the lexA protein which 

was isolated, lexA-27,was found to migrate to the same 

position as the lexA-3 protein in the Laemmli gel system 

(Figure 18). Furthermore, lysogens of A lexA-27 were as 

sensitive, if not more, as the A lexA-3 lysogens (Figure 

17) . 

It is possible that the lexA-27 mutation is the 

same mutation as the lexA-3 since they were both isolated 

by nitrosoguanidine mutagenesis. Coulondre and Miller 

(1977) found that, in studies of the lacl gene, nitrosogu

anidine is very site specific and causes G»C to A*T transi

tions. It is known that the lexA-3 protein is cleaved by 

the recA protease at approximately 100 times less the rate 

that the lexA protein is cleaved (Little et al. 1980). 

It would thus be of interest to see if the lexA-27 protein 

has similar cleavage kinetics. The sequencing of the 

lexA-27 gene would also provide information on the nature 

of this mutation. 

lexA-10 

The second mutant lexA protein which was isolated 

by nitrosoguanidine (NTG) mutagenesis of the A lexA+ trans

ducing phage was designed lexA-10 and was found to be 

smaller than the lexA protein in the Laemmli gel system 

(Figure 18a). However, lysogens of A lexA-10 showed the 



same UV-resistant phenotype as the X lexA+ lysogens (Figure 

17). When the Weber and Osborn gel system was used, in 

which mobilities are a linear function of the logarithm of 

the molecular weight, the lexA, lexA-3, lexA-10, lexA-2 7 

proteins all displayed similar mobilities (Figure 19). 

Noel et al. (1979) provided evidence that a single amino 

acid substitution in a histidine transport protein can 

drastically alter its mobility in SDS gels. They suggested 

that the overall amino acid composition of a protein can 

affect its mobility in SDS gels since electrostatic and 

hydrophobic interactions have been found to be major fac

tors in the binding of SDS to the protein. It was thus 

concluded that the differences in mobilities that are 

observed between the various mutant forms of the lexA 

protein could be due to charge or amino acid differences, 

not due to large size differences. 



APPENDIX 

CONVENTIONS USED IN GENETIC NOMENCLATURE 

The following conventions have been used in the 

genetic nomenclature. 

1. Some genes are indicated by an underscored acronym 

of three small letters (e.g., thr). When there is 

more than one allele of the same gene, a capital 

letter is included (e.g., lexA, recA, lexB). 

2. The wild type form of the gene is indicated by a 

superscript positive ( + ) sign on the right hand 

+ 
side of the underscored acronym (e.g., lex , rec ). 

3. The mutant form of the gene is also underscored but 

there is no symbol on the right hand side of the 

underscored acronym (e.g., spr-51, spr-55, lexA-3, 

recA-1). 

4. The protein product of the gene is designated as 

a three letter word and underlined (e.g., recA 

protein, lexA protein). 
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